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FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L88-020

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

82-119. Sections 7-8

AFFECTED STATUTE<S>

159. 26, 159.27

PRIME BILL NO.

CS/HB 387

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

Ba.rry l<utun

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

CS/SB 767. HB 554. HB 807

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law replaces "slum or blighted areas" with "enter
prise zone" in the legislative intent and definitions of
"project" and "c:ommerc:ial Project" sections of statute.
It additionally makes c:ross-referenc:es to 162.004(1),
162.005, and 16'.2.006 in the "commercial project" defini
tion. The language of these amendments was in the origi
nal HB 387 and remained unchanged in the legislative
process. Similar amendments to 159.27 were also contain
ed in HB 554 and HB 807. but neither of these bills were
acted on.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:
A review of committee and floor debate tapes would vield
little, if any, additional information as the amendments
to the subject sections appear to be minor. However, a
review could be done in an additional 2 to 3 hours of
time.
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CHAPTER 82-119
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 387
An

act relating to community and economic revitalization;
creating chapter 162, Florida Statutes; creating the Florida
Enterprise Zone Act of 1982; providing legislative findings;
providing policy
and
purpose;
providing
definitions;
providing for designation of enterprise zones by local
governing bodies; providing for application and approval of
enterprise zones by the Department of Veteran and Community
Affairs; providing a listing of state and local programs and
incentives available in enterprise zones; providing duties of
department with respect to federal enterprise zone programs;
providing for the assistance of specified departments in
implementation of the chapter and programs; providing status
of designated slum or blighted areas under the chapter;
providing for review and repeal; amending s. 220.02(7} and
(8)(a), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (9) thereto;
amending s. 220.03(l)(c), (i), (m), (n), (p) and (s), Florida
Statutes, and adding paragraphs (w), (x), (y), (z) and (aa)
thereto; amending s. 220.l8l(l}(a) and (b), (2), (3), (6),
and (7), Florida Statutes, and adding paragraph (l)(d)
thereto; amending s. 220.l82(l)(b), (9), (10), (11), (12) and
(13),
Florida
Statutes;
renumbering
and amending s.
220.183(1)(c), (2), (5) (a), (b) and (d) and (8), Florida
Statutes, and adding paragraph (3)(e) thereto and repealing
subsection (3) thereof; amending ss. 159.26, 159.27(5) and
(19), and 196.012(14), Florida Statutes; adding subsections
(6) and (7) to s. 288.604, Florida Statutes; amending s.
288.606(1)(a), (b) and (d) and (3), Florida Statutes, and
adding paragraph (2)(e); amending ss. 288.607(2)(a) and
(5)(a), and 288.608(1)(b), (S)(a), and (6), Florida Statutes;
providing that the economic revitalization jobs creation
incentive credit, the economic revitalization tax incentive
credit, the community contribution tax credit, the Florida
Industrial
Development Financing Act, and the economic
development ad valorem tax exemption shall apply with respect
to enterprise zones rather than slum or blighted areas;
revising requirements with respect to employees of businesses
to which the economic revitalization tax incentive credit
applies and revising the definition of "new business";
specifying
the effect of the expiration of provisions
granting said credit; revising requirements with respect to
employees and providing for replacement employees under the
economic revitalization jobs creation incentive
credit;
authorizing carryover of unused economic revitalization jobs
creation incentive credit; authorizing use of unused carry
forward credits after expiration of economic revitalization
jobs creation credit; authorizing such carryover for the
community contribution tax credit; authorizing use of unused
carry forward credits after expiration of the community
contributions tax credit; transferring certain definitions
relating to such credit and providing expiration dates;
revising the definition of "project" for purposes of such
credit; defining "service area" and "target area" under the
Community Development Corporation Support and Assistance
Program and providing application with respect to membership,
proposed requirements and evaluation, and authorized loan
uses; providing that a target area may be an enterprise zone;
providing that loans under said program be repaid within 15
years; providing for order of application of credits against
the corporate income or franchise tax; providing an effective
date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Chapter 162, Florida Statutes, consisting of sections
162.001, 162.002, 162.003, 162.004, 162.005, 162.006, 162.007, 162.008,
162.009, 162.011, and 162.012, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
162.001 Short title.--This
Enterprise Zone Act of 1982.
162.002

chapter

may

be

cited

as

the Florida

Legislative findings.--It is hereby found and declared:

(1) There
exist within Florida's urban communities areas that
chronically display extreme and unacceptable levels of unemployment,
physical deterioration and economic disinvestment.
(2) Such areas are a blight on the community as a whole, tarnish the
image and reputation of the community in the eyes of its residents, and
reduce the desirability of the community as a place to visit and live.
(3) Such severely distressed areas have high crime rates and provide
environments detrimental to their residents' physical and emotional
health.
(4) The revitalization and redevelopment of such areas for the
ultimate benefit of its residents and the community as a whole is of
critical importance to the individual community and to the State of
Florida.
(5) The resources of all levels of government are insufficient and,
often, inappropriate to undertake successfully the massive task of
restoring the social and economic productivity of such areas.
(6) The ultimate revitalization of these areas can occur only if the
private sector can be induced to invest its own resources in productive
enterprises that rebuild the industrial and commercial viability of the
area and provide jobs for area residents.
(7) In order to provide the private sector with the necessary
incentives to invest in such distressed areas, governments at all levels
should seek ways to relax or eliminate fiscal and regulatory constraints
and should seek to identify supportive actions that facilitate business
investment and overcome business objections to distressed area site
locations.
162.003 Policy and purpose.--It is the policy of this state to
provide the necessary means to assist local communities, their residents,
and the private sector in creating the proper economic and social
environment to induce the investment of private resources in productive
business enterprises located in severely distressed areas and to provide
jobs for residents of such areas. In achieving this objective, the state
will
seek
to provide appropriate investments, tax benefits, and
regulatory relief of sufficient importance to encourage the business
community to commit their financial participation. The purpose of this
chapter is to establish a process that clearly identifies such severely
distressed areas and provides incentives by both the state and local
government to induce private investment in such areas. The Legislature,
therefore, declares the revitalization of enterprise zones, through the
concerted efforts of government and the private sector, to be a public
purpose.
162.004
(1)

Definitions.--

"Enterprise zone" means:
2
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(a) An area in which there is a predominance of buildings or
improvements, whether residential or nonresidential, which by reason of
dilapidation, deterioration, age or obsolescence, inadequate provision
for ventilation, light, air, sanitation, or open spaces, high density of
population and overcrowding, the existence of conditions which endanger
life or property by fire or other causes, or any combination of such
factors, is conducive to ill health, transmission of disease, infant
mortality, juvenile delinquency, or crime, and is detrimental to the
public health, safety, morals, or welfare; or
(b) An area in which there . are a substantial number of slum,
deteriorated, or deteriorating structures, and in which conditions which
endanger life or property by fire or other causes exist, or in which one
or more of the following factors exist which substantially impair or
arrest the sound growth of a county or municipality and is a menace to
the public health, safety, morals, or welfare in its present condition
and use:

1.

Predominance of defective or inadequate street layout.

2. Faulty
usefulness.

lot layout in relation to size, adequacy, accessibility or

3.

Unsanitary or unsafe conditions.

4.

Deterioration of site or other improvements.

5. Tax
the land.

or special assessment delinquency exceeding the fair value of

6. Diversity of ownership or defective or unusual conditions of title
which prevent the free alienability of land within the deteriorated or
hazardous area.
(2) "Department"
Affairs.
(3) "Secretary"
Community Affairs.

means

the

Department

of

Veteran

and

Community

means the secretary of the Department of Veteran and

(4) "Governing body" means the council or other legislative body
charged with governing the county or municipality.

162.005 Local
approval. --

designation of enterprise zones; application for state

(1) Any county or municipality may create an enterprise zone through
adoption by the governing body of a resolution finding that:
(a) One or more areas exist in such county or municipality which
exhibit the characteristics of an enterprise zone; and

rehabilitation,
conservation,
or redevelopment, or a
(b) The
combination thereof, of such area or areas is necessary in the interest
of the public health, safety, morals, or welfare of the residents of such
county or municipality.
(2) Upon adoption of the resolution provided in subsection (1), the
governing body shall make application to the department, in such form as
the department may require, for state approval of the designation of an
enterprise zone.
162.006

State approval of designated enterprise zones.-3
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(1) Upon
application
of
the governing body of a county or
municipality, the department shall determine if the areas designated by
the governing body are appropriate for the purposes of �ne �aK eredi�e
previded ia ss. 220.l81L aad 220.182, and 159.27(19).
(2) The department shall promulgate any rules necessary solely for
the approval by the secretary of areas appropriate for the purposes of
�e eredi�e prevised �a ss. 220.181L aad 220.182, and 159.27(19). Such
rules shall provide for consideration of the following factors, when
appropriate, but shall not be limited to these factors,
(a) The
years ago.

percentage

of

housing units in the area built more than 30

(b) The percentage of year-round housing units in the area that are
vacant rental housing units.
(c) The percentage of housing units in the area that lack some or all
plumbing facilities.
(d)

The per capita income in the area.

(e) The percentage change in per capita income in the area from the
prior year to the current year.
(f) The percentage of the population in the area that is over the age
of 65 and under the age of 18.
(g)

The unemployment rate in the area.

(h) The percentage
the poverty level.
(i)

of the population in the area with incomes below

The per capita taxable value of property in the area.

(j) The percentage change in per capita taxable value of property in
the area from the prior year to the current year.
(k)

The per capita local taxes levied in the area.

162.007

Incentives and programs available in enterprise zones.--

(1) STATE INCENTIVES AND PROCRAMS.--The following incentives and
programs are provided by the state to encourage the revitalization of
enterprise zones:
(a) The
economic revitalization
provided in s. 220.181.
(b) The
220.182.
(c)

economic

jobs

creation

incentive

credit

revitalization tax incentive credit provided in s.

The community contribution tax credit provided in s. 220.183.

(d) The community development corporation
program provided in ss. 288.601-288.609.

support

and assistance

(2) LOCAL INCENTIVES.--The following incentives are available from
local governments to encourage the revitalization of enterprise zones:
(a) Economic
196.1995.

development

ad

valorem

(b) The use of industrial revenue
Industrial Development Financing Act.

tax

exemption pursuant to s.

bonds

pursuant to the Florida

4
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(c)

Tax increment financing pursuant to part III of chapter 163.

162.008 Federal
enterprise
zone
programs,
application.--Upon
enactment of enterprise zone legislation by the Congress of the United
States and approval by the President of the United States, the department
shall prepare and submit, in a timely fashion, all information and forms
necessary to permit eligible enterprise zones approved pursuant to s.
162.006 to be considered as eligible areas under any similar federal
program.
162.009 Assistance of certain departments required.--The Departments
of Commerce, Labor and Employment Security, Revenue, and Veteran and
Community Affairs shall assist in the implementation of this chapter
together with the incentives and programs listed in s. 162.007, to the
extent that such assistance, including the provision of information about
this chapter and its components to interested persons, is consistent with
the powers and duties of said departments as established by general law.
162.011 Grandfather clause.--Any area designated a slum or blighted
area pursuant to s. 163.355 and approved by the department pursuant to s.
220.181(6) or s. 220.182(9) prior to the effective date of this act shall
be deemed to be a designated and approved enterprise zone pursuant to s.
162.006.
Any area designated a slum or blighted area pursuant to s.
163.355 for which application has been made to the department prior to
the effective date of this act shall be deemed to be a designated
enterprise zone pursuant to s. 162.005.
162.012 Legislative review.--This chapter shall stand repealed on
December 31, 1986. Prior to the 1986 Regular Session of the Legislature,
the
appropriate
substantive
committees
of
both
the House of
Representatives and the Senate, upon assignment by the Speaker and the
President, respectively, shall be responsible for the completion of a
review and evaluation of this act together with the incentives and
programs listed in s. 162.007. A report of the recommendations of the
committees shall be submitted to the Speaker and the President for
distribution to legislators prior to the 1986 Regular Session.
Section 2. Subsection (7) and paragraph {a) of subsection (8) of
section 220.02, Florida Statutes, are amended, and subsection (9) is
added to said section, to read:
220.02

Legislative intent.--

(7)(a) It is the intent of the Legislature that the economic
revitalization jobs creation incentive credit provided by s. 220.181 be
applicable only to those businesses which employ residents of enterprise
zones s¼HM areas er e¼i�ft�ee areas ei �ftis s�a�e.
It is further the
intent of the Legislature to provide an incentive for the increased
provision of such employment opportunities as will lead
to
the
improvement of the quality of life of those employed and the positive
expansion of the economy of the state as well as the economy of present
enterprise zones s¼HM areas er e¼i�ft�ea areas.
(b) Any person charged with any criminal offense arising from a civil
disorder associated with a disaster as defined in s. 220.03(l}(g} efta��er
89-�4� 7 �awe e£ F¼eriaa, and found guilty, whether or not adjudication of
guilt or imposition of sentence is suspended, deferred, or withheld,
shall not be eligible to make application for, receive, or in any other
manner enjoy the benefits or any form of assistance available under
chapter 80-247, Laws of Florida.
(c) The provisions
June 30, 1986.

of

this

subsection shall expire and be void on

5
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(8)(a) It is the intent of the Legislature that the economic
revitalization tax incentive credit provided by s. 220.182 be applicable
only to those new or expanded businesses located in enterprise zones
aeei�ftatea e¼WII areae er e¼i�fttea areas which
make
a
positive
expansionary contribution to the economy of this state and to the economy
of their local communities in terms of new jobs for residents of
enterprise zones e¼�M areae er e¼i�fttea areae and improvements to real
and personal property located in enterprise zones e¼�m areae er e¼i�fttea
areae.
(b) Any person charged with any criminal offense arising from a civil
disorder associated with a disaster, as defined in s. 220.03(l)(g), and
found guilty, whether or not adjudication of guilt or imposition of
sentence is suspended, deferred, or withheld, shall not be eligible to
make application for, receive, or in any other manner enjoy the benefits
or any form of assistance available under chapter 80-248, Laws of
Florida.
(c) The provisions
December 31, 1986.

of

this

subsection shall expire and be void on

(9) It is the intent of the Legislature that credits against the
corporate income or the franchise tax be applied in the following order:
ss. 220.68, 631.719(1), 220.18, 220.181, 220.183, and 220.182.
Section 3. Paragraphs (c), (i), (m), (n), (p) and (s) of subsection
(1) of section 220.03, Florida Statutes, are amended, and paragraphs (w),
(x), (y), (z) and (aa) are added thereto, to read:
220.03

Definitions.--

(1) SPECIFIC TERMS.--When used in this code, and when not otherwise
distinctly expressed or manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof,
the following terms shall have the following meanings:
(c) "Business"
or
"business
firm" means any business entity
authorized to do business in this state as defined in paragraph (d), and
any bank or savings and loan association as defined in s. 220.62, subject
to the tax imposed by the provisions of this chapter. The provisions of
this paragraph shall expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
(i)l. "Expansion of an existing business," for the purposes of the
gasohol development tax incentive credit, refers to capital investment in
a productive business operation, not defined as a new business, which
results in a net increase in the amount of real or tangible personal
property owned by it or, in the case of government-owned real property,
leased by it, for the purpose of engaging in the distillation of ethyl
alcohol for use in motor fuels or in the manufacture of equipment for the
processing and distillation of ethyl alcohol for use in motor fuels.
2. "Expansion of an existing business," for the purposes of the
economic revitalization tax incentive credit, means any business entity
authorized to do business in this state as defined in paragraph (d), and
any bank or savings and loan association as defined in s. 220.62, subject
to the tax imposed by the provisions of this chapter, located in an
enterprise zone area aee��ftatea a e¼�m area er a �¼i�fttea area, which
expands by or through additions to real and personal property and which
establishes five or more new jobs to employ five or more additional full
time employees in this state, a majority of whom are residents of an
enterprise zone tfte e¼�m area er s¼��fttea area. The provisions of this
subparagraph shall expire and be void on December 31, 1986.
(m)l. "New business," for the purposes of the gasohol development tax
incentive credit, means a productive business operation, which heretofore
did not exist in this state, engaged in the distillation of ethyl alcohol
6
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for use in motor fuels or in the manufacture of equipment for
.processing and distillation of ethyl alcohol for use in motor fuels.

the

2. "New business," for the purposes of the economic revitalization
tax incentive credit, means any business entity authorized to do business
in this state as defined in paragraph (d), or any bank or savings and
loan association as defined in s. 220.62, subject to the tax imposed by
the provisions of this chapter, first beginning operations on a site
located in an enterprise zone and clearly separate from any other
commercial or industrial operations owned by the same entity, bank, or
savings and loan association, er afty et1eft eft£ity7 eaak7 er eavift�e afts
¼eaft aeeeeiatieft ¼eeates ift aft area seei�ftatea a e¼t1m area er e¼i�fttes
area, a majority of the employees of which are residents of an enterprise
zone £fte e¼t1m area er e¼i,fttea area. The provisions of this subparagraph
shall expire and be void on December 31, 1986.
(n) "New business employee" means a person residing in an enterprise
zone a e¼t1m area er a e¼i�ftteel. area who begins employment in the
operations of a business after July 1, 1980. A person shall be deemed to
be employed by such a business if he performs duties in connection with
the operations of the business on:
1.

A regular, full-time basis.

2. A part-time basis, provided he is performing such duties at least
20 hours per week throughout the year.
Except as provided in s. 220.18l(l)(b), a new business employee shall not
be a person who has been previously employed or who was hired to replace
a person who had been employed within the preceding 12 calendar months by
the business, or a successor business, claiming the credit allowed by s.
220.181.
The provisions of this paragraph shall expire and be void on
June 30, 1986.
(p) "Rebuilding
of an existing business" means replacement or
restoration of real or tangible property destroyed or damaged in a
disaster, as defined in paragraph (g), in an enterprise zone a e¼ttM area
er e¼i�ftteel. area, by a business entity authorized to do business in this
state as defined in paragraph (d), or a bank or savings and loan
association as defined in s. 220.62, subject to the tax imposed by the
provisions of this chapter, located in the enterprise zone eitlffl area er
eii,ftteel. area, a majority of the employees of which are residents of an
enterprise zone efte eit1m area er eii�B£eel. area. The provisions of this
paragraph shall expire and be void on December 31, 1986.
(s)i-: "Enterprise zone" !!6¼t1ffl area er e¼i�Bteel. area, !! fer £fte
pt1rpeeee ef tfte eeeaemie revieaiieaeiea ;ees ereaeieft ifteeaeive ereaie,
means an area in the state designated pursuant to s. 162.005 ¼&3-,355 and
approved by the secretary of the Department of Veteran and Community
Affairs as an area appropriate for the purposes of the credits provided
in s. 220.181 and 220.182 pursuant to s. 162.006 ekapter 89-B4�, bawe ef
F¼eriel.a. The provisions of this subparagraph shall expire and be void on
December 31 Jt1ae 39, 1986.

a., !! Sit1ffl area er eii�fttea area, !! fer £fte pt1rpeeee ef £fte eeeaefflie
revita¼ieaeieft taH iaeeft£ive ereel.it, ffleaae aft area ift Efte
etate
aeei,aatea pt1ret1aft£ te e-, ¼&3-,355 aftel. appreveel. ey Efte eeeretary ef Efte
Bepartmeft£ ef Veteraft afta €emfflt1ftity Affaire ae aft area apprepriate fer
tfte �t1rpeeee ef eka�eer 89-B48, bawe ef F¼eriel.a-, �fte previetefte ef Eftte
et1epara�ra�ft eftai¼ eH�ire aftel. ee veiel. ea Beeeeer 3i, i98&-,
(w) "Community contribution"
any of the following items:
1.

means

the grant by a business firm of

Cash or other liquid assets.
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2.

Real property.

3.

Goods or i mrentory.

4. Other physical resources as identified by the department. The
provisions of this paragraph shall expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
(x) "Department" for the purposes of s. 220.183 means the Department
of Veteran and Community Affairs. The provisions of this paragraph shall
expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
(y) "Local government" means any county or incorporated municipality
in the state. The provisions of this paragraph shall expire and be void
on June 30, 1986.
(z) "Project" means any activity undertaken by an eligible sponsor,
as defined in s. 220.183(4)(c), which is designed to construct or
substantially rehabilitate housing, commercial, industrial, or public
resources and facilities or to improve entrepreneurial
and
job•
development opportunities for lower-income persons. The provisions of
this paragraph shall expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
(aa) "Secretary"
means the secretary of the Department of Veteran
and Community Affairs. The provisions of this paragraph shall expire and
be void on June 30, 1986.
Section 4. Paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (l) of section
220.181, Florida Statutes, are amended, paragraph (d) is added to said
subsection, and subsections (2), (3), (6) and (7) of said section are
amended, to read:
220.181

Economic revitalization jobs creation incentive credit.-

(l)(a) There shall be allowed a credit against the tax imposed by
this chapter to any business which establishes one or more jobs to employ
one or more new business employees who are residents of an enterprise
zone a elttM aPea ep B¼i�ft�ea apea. The credit shall be computed as 25
percent of the actual monthly wages paid in this state to each new
business employee for a period of up to 12 consecutive months.
(b)l. If a new business employee becomes ineligible for the credit
provided in this section prior to having been employed by the taxpayer
for 12 consecutive months, the taxpayer shall be allowed to employ a
replacement new business employee who shall be eligible for the unused
portion of the original 12 consecutive month time period of the credit.
This subparagraph shall not apply more than once for each job created for
a new business employee for which credit has been claimed.
2. If an employee of a business located in an enterprise zone vacates
the position for which he was employed as a new business employee and
does not qualify for unemployment compensation, except for reasons of
health as outlined in s. 443.lOl(l}(a), the business shall be allowed to
employ a replacement new business employee for the position who shall be
eligible for the credit provided in this section for a period of up to 12
consecutive months. This subparagraph shall apply only to those jobs for
which a credit has been allowed under this section for 12 months.
No
business shall be allowed a credit for the same new business employee for
any period exceeding 12 months. This subparagraph shall not apply more
than once for each job created for a new business employee for which the
credit has been claimed.
In no event shall a business be allowed any credit for any job created
pursuant to this section for any period in excess of 24 months.
�fte
ePe«it pPeviaea ift �ftie eee�ieft eftall Be ea¼ett¼ates ea¼y a�aiaet tae
8
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aettta¼ wa!ee pais te a new atteiaeee efflpieyee wne ie eeatinttetteiy empieyea
fer ne fewer tnan 6 eaieaaar meatne�
(d) If the credit granted pursuant to this section is not fully used
in any one year, the unused amount may be carried forward for a period
not to exceed 5 years. The carryover credit may be used in a subseguent
year when the tax imposed by this chapter for such year exceeds the
credit for such year under this section after applying the other credits
and unused credit carryovers in the order provided in s. 220.02(9).
(2)1.!u. When filing for an economic revitalization jobs creation
incentive credit, a business shall include a copy of the resolution
required in s. 162.005 ¼6a�ass designating the area in which a new
business employee resides as an enterprise zone a eittM area er a¼i�ntes
area and a copy of the approval of such by the secretary of the
Department of Veteran and Community Affairs pursuant to s. 162.006.
filing
for an economic revitalization jobs creation
(b) When
incentive credit pursuant to subsection (l)(b)2., a business shall
include a copy of the resolution required in s. 162.005 designating the
area in which the business is located as an enterprise zone and a copy of
the approval of such by the secretary of the Department of Veteran and
Community Affairs pursuant to s. 162.006.
(3) When
filing
for an economic revitalization jobs creation
incentive credit, a business shall include a statement as set forth in
this subsection which shall be filed under oath with the tax return on
which the credit is claimed. The statement shall set forth the name and
place of residence of each new business employee on the last day of
business in ef the tax year for which the credit is claimed or, if the
employee is no longer employed or eligible for the credit on that date,
the last calendar day of the last full calendar month the employee is
employed or eligible for the credit. It shall be a condition precedent
to the granting of the credit that all employees for whom the credit is
claimed be residents of an enterprise zone during the period the credit
is claimed a eittM area er eii!ktea area.
(6) The secretary of the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs
shall approve premtti!ate any rttiee aeeeeeary eeieiy fer tne apprevai ay
tke eeeretary ef areas appropriate for the purposes of this section
pursuant to s. 162.006. eee ae aefisee is e� aas�saf¼tfet¼�
Stten rtt¼ee
enaii previae fer eeaeieeratiea ef, ette ekaii nee ee iifflieea te7 tne
feiiewia� faetere; wkea apprepriate�
fat �ke
yeare a�e�

pereeata!e

ef

nettsift! ttaite ia tne area ettiit mere tkaa 39

fet �ne pereeata!e ef year-rettae kettsia! ttaite ia �e area tkat are
vaeaat reatai ketteia! ttaite�
fet �ke pereeata!e ef ketteift! ttaite ia tke area tkat iaek eeme er a¼i
pitteiR! faeiiitiee�
fet �ke pereeata�e ekaa!e in per eapita iaeeme in tne area freffl tke
prier year te tke ettrreat year�
fft �ke pereeata,e ef tke pepttiatiea ia tke area tnat ie ever tae a�e
ef 66 aae ttaeer tne a!e ef i8�
fat �ke pereeata!e
tae peverty ievei�

ef

tke pepttiatiea ia tne area wits iaeeme eeiew
9
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f;t 'ffte pereenta�e eftan�e in per eapiEa �aHaeie vai�e ef pre�er�y ia
Efte area freM tae �rier year Ee �he e�rrenE year�
(7} The provisions of this section, except subsection (l)(d), shall
expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
Section 5. Paragraph (b) of subsection (l) and subsections (9), (10),
(ll), (12} and (13} of section 220.182, Florida Statutes, are amended to
read:
220.182

Economic revitalization tax incentive credit.--

( l)

(b} If the credit granted pursuant to this section is not fully used
in any one year, the unused amount may be carried forward for a period
not to exceed 5 years. The carryover credit may be used in a subsequent
year when the tax imposed by this chapter for such year exceeds the
credit for such year under this section after applying the other credits
and unused credit carryovers in the order provided in s. 220.02(9). The
amount of credit taken under this section in any one year, however, shall
not exceed $50,000.
(9) The secretary of the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs
shall approve preM�i�aEe any r�iee aeeeeeary eeieiy fer Efte apprevai ey
the eeereEary ef areas appropriate for the purposes of this section
pursuant to s. 162.006. aeE ae aefinea ia e� 229�93f¼tfeti!-e
S�eft -iee
ehaii previae fer eeneiaeraeiea ef 7 e�e eaaii aeE ee ¼iMitea ee; �he
feiiewia� faetere7 when apprepriaEe�
fat �ae
yeare a�e�

pereeata�e

ef

ae�eia� �aiee ia tae area e�iit Mere eftaR 39

fet �ae �ereenta�e ef year-re�ad fte�eia� �aiEe ia ehe area thaE are
vaeaat reaEai ae�ein� �aies�
fet �ae pereeata�e ef hettein� ttaiEe ia Ehe area thaE ¼aek eeMe er ai¼
pi'ti!Mia� faeiiiEiee�
fet �he pereeaEa�e ehaa�e ia per ea�iEa iaeeMe ia Ehe area freM Efte
�rier year te ehe ettrreae year�
fit �fte pereenea�e ef ehe pep�iaeien ia Ehe area eftae ie ever eae a�e
ef 65 aaa �aaer �he a�e ef iB�
fht �he �ereeaea�e
eae �everey ievei�
fit

ef

�ae pep�iaeiea ia ehe area wieh iaeeMe ee¼ew

�he �er eapiea taHae¼e va¼tte ef �re�erey ia �he area�

f;t �ae �ereeata�e eaaa�e ia per ea�ita eaHaeie va¼�e ef �re�erey ia
tae area freM the prier year te �he e�rrent year�
(10) In the case of a business qualifying by reason of establishing
five or more new jobs employing five or more additional full-time
10
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employees, a statement as set forth in this subsection shall be filed
under oath with the income tax return on which the credit is claimed.
The statement shall set forth the name and place of residence of each
employee on the last day of business of the tax year for which the credit
is claimed or, if the employee is no longer employed on that,date, the
last calendar day of the last full calendar month the employee is
employed
at
the
relevant
site.
When filing for an economic
revitalization tax incentive credit as an expansion of an existing
business, it shall be a condition precedent to the granting of each
annual tax credit that there shall have been, throughout each year during
the 10-year period, no fewer than five more employees than in the year
preceding the initial granting of the credit. Further, it shall be a
condition precedent to granting of the credit that a majority of all new
employees be residents of an enterprise zone a B¼Hffl area er e¼i�Reea
area.
{11) When filing for an economic revitalization tax incentive credit
as a new or rebuilt business, a new or rebuilt business shall include a
statement as set forth in this section which shall be filed under oath
with the tax return on which the credit is claimed. The statement shall
set forth the name and place of residence of each employee on the last
day of business of the tax year for which the credit is claimed or, if
the employee is no longer employed or eligible for the credit on that
date, the last calendar day of the last full calendar month the employee
is employed or eligible for the credit at the relevant site. When filing
for an economic revitalization tax incentive credit as a new or rebuilt
business, it shall be a condition precedent to the granting of the credit
that a majority of all employees be residents of an enterprise zone a
e¼Hffl area er e¼��keea area.
{12) When filing for an economic revitalization tax incentive credit,
a business shall include a copy of the resolution required in s. 162.005
ie3�355 designating the area in which the business is located as an
enterprise zone a s¼Hm area er e¼i�Reea area.
{13) The
provisions
of this section, eKeepe para�rapR fitfet
previaiH� ier eke earryever ei HHHsea ereaie affleHHes, shall expire and be
void on December 31, 1986, and no business shall be allowed to begin
claiming said credit after said date; however, the repeal of this section
shall not affect the operation of any credit for which a business has
qualified under this section prior to December 31, 1986, or to any
carryforward of unused credit amounts as provided in subsection (l)(b).
Section 6. Section 4 of chapter 80-249, Laws of Florida, appearing as
subsection (3) of section 220.183, Florida Statutes, as amended by
chapter 81-167, Laws of Florida, is hereby repealed, paragraph {c) of
subsection (1) and subsection (2) of said section are amended, subsection
(4) is renumbered and paragraph (e) is added thereto, subsection (5) is
renumbered and paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) thereof are amended, and
subsection (8) is renumbered and amended, to read:
220.183
(1)

Community contribution tax credit.--

LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.--The Legislature finds that:

(c) In order to ultimately restore social and economic viability to
enterprise zones aeeiiaiH� er e¼��Reea areas, it is necessary to renovate
or
construct
new
housing,
water and sewer infrastructure, and
transportation facilities and to specifically provide mechanisms to
attract and encourage private economic activity.
(2) POLICY AND PURPOSE.--It is the policy of this state to encourage
the participation of private corporations in revitalization projects
undertaken by public redevelopment organizations. The purpose of this
section is to provide an incentive for such participation by granting
11
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partial
state income tax credits to corporations that contribute
resources to public redevelopment organizations for the revitalization of
enterprise zones ae�reeeea asa 8li�h�ea areae for the benefit of low
income and moderate-income persons. The Legislature thus declares this a
public purpose for which public money may be borrowed, expended, loaned,
and granted.

illf4t AUTHORIZATION TO GRANT COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION TAX CREDITS;
LIMITATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL CREDITS AND PROGRAM SPENDING.-(e) If the credit granted pursuant to this section is not fully used
in any one year, the unused amount may be carried forward for a period
not to exceed 5 years. The carryover credit may be used in a subsequent
year when the tax imposed by this chapter for such year exceeds the
credit for such year under this section after applying the other credits
and unused credit carryovers in the order provided in s. 220.02(9).

ffit5t ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.--

(a) All community contributions by a business firm shall be in the
form specified in s. 220.03(l){w) �ara�ra�h f3tf8t.

(b) All community contributions must be reserved exclusively for use
in projects as defined in s. 220.03(1)(z) �ara�ra�h f3tfet.

(d) Except as provided below, the project shall be located in one of
the following areas, subject to approval of the secretary:
1.

An area designated as blighted under s. 163.355.

2.

A neighborhood strategy area.

3.

A neighborhood housing services area.

4.

An historic preservation district.

5. Such
by rule.
6.

Any

other

area as the secretary may from time to time designate

area designated as an enterprise zone pursuant to s. 162.005.

Any project designed to construct or rehabilitate low-income housing is
exempt from the area requirement of this paragraph.

ffifSt EXPIRATION.--The provisions of this section, except paragraph
(3)(e), shall expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
Section 7.

Section 159.26, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

159.26 Legislative findings and purposes.--The Legislature finds and
declares that the agriculture, tourism, urban development, and health
care industries, among others, are vital to the economy of the state and
the welfare of the people and need to be enhanced and expanded to improve
the competitive position of the state; that there is a need to enhance
other economic activity in the state by attracting
manufacturing
development,
business
enterprise management, and other activities
conducive to economic promotion in order to provide a stronger, more
balanced, and stable economy in the state, while providing through
pollution control and otherwise for the health and safety of the people;
that in order to improve the prosperity and welfare of the state and its
inhabitants, to improve living conditions and health care, to promote the
rehabilitation of enterprise zones ei�ffl areae er 8i�§h�ea areae, to
promote effective and efficient pollution control throughout the state,
to promote the advancement of education and science, research in and the
12
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economic development of the state, and to increase purchasing power and
opportunities for gainful employment, it is necessary and in the public
interest to facilitate the financing of projects provided for in this
part and to facilitate and encourage the planning and development of
these projects without regard to the boundaries between counties,
municipalities, special districts, and other local governmental bodies or
agencies in order to more effectively and efficiently serve the interests
of the greatest number of people in the widest area practicable; and that
the purposes to be achieved by such projects and the financing of them in
compliance
with
the criteria and requirements of this part are
predominantly the public purposes stated in this section and that such
purposes implement the governmental purposes under the State Constitution
of providing for the health, safety, and welfare of the people, including
implementing
the purpose of s. lO(c) of Art. VII of the State
Constitution.
Section 8. Subsections (5)
Statutes, are amended to read:

and

(19)

of

section

159.27,

Florida

159.27 Definitions.--The
following words and terms, unless the
context clearly indicates a different meaning, shall have the following
meanings:
(5) "Project" means any capital project comprising an industrial or
manufacturing plant, a research and development park, an agricultural
processing or storage facility, a warehousing or distribution facility, a
headquarters facility, a tourism facility, a convention or trade show
facility, an urban parking facility, a trade center, a health care
facility, an airport or port facility, a commercial project in an
enterprise zone a aeei�ftatea ei�M a�ea e� sii�fttea a�ea, a pollution
control facility, or a hazardous or solid waste facility, including one
or more buildings and other structures, whether or not on the same site
or sites; any rehabilitation, improvement, renovation, or enlargement of,
or any addition to, any buildings or structures for use as a factory, a
mill, a processing plant, an assembly plant, a fabricating plant, an
industrial distribution center, a repair, overhaul, or service facility,
a test facility, an agricultural processing or storage facility, a
warehousing or distribution facility, a headquarters facility, a tourism
facility, a convention or trade show facility, an urban parking facility,
a trade center, a health care facility, an airport or port facility, a
commercial project in an enterprise zone a aeei�ftatea ei�M area ep
sii�fttea area, a pollution-control facility, or a hazardous or solid
waste facility, and other facilities, including research and development
facilities,
for
manufacturing,
processing, assembling, repairing,
overhauling, servicing, testing, or handling of any
products
or
commodities embraced in any industrial or manufacturing plant, in
connection with the purposes of a research and development park, or other
facilities for or used in connection with an agricultural processing or
storage facility, a warehousing or distribution facility, a headquarters
facility, a tourism facility, a convention or trade show facility, an
urban parking facility, a trade center, a health care facility, an
airport or port facility, or a commercial project in an enterprise zone a
aesi�ftatea ei�ffl area eP Bii�fttea area or for controlling air or water
pollution or for the disposal, processing, conversion, or reclamation of
hazardous or solid waste; and including also the sites thereof and other
rights in land therefor whether improved or unimproved, machinery,
equipment, site preparation and landscaping, and all appurtenances and
facilities incidental thereto, such as warehouses, utilities, access
roads, railroad sidings, truck docking and similar facilities, parking
facilities, office or storage or training facilities, public lodging and
restaurant facilities, dockage, wharfage, solar energy facilities, and
other improvements necessary or convenient for any manufacturing or
industrial plant, research and development park, agricultural processing
or storage facility, warehousing or distribution facility, tourism
facility, convention or trade show facility, urban parking facility,
13
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trade center, health care facility, airport or port facility, commercial
project in an enterprise zone a aeei�aa�ea e¼�m area er a¼i�a�ea area,
pollution-control facility, or hazardous or solid waste facility, and any
one or more combinations of the foregoing.
(19) "Commercial project in an enterprise zone" a aesi�aa�ee. s¼�m
area er a¼i�a�ea area U means
buildings,
building
additions
or
renovations, or other structures to be newly constructed and suitable for
use by a commercial enterprise, and includes the site on which such
building or structures are located, located in an area designated as an
enterprise zone a s¼�m er B¼i�k�ee. area pursuant to s. 162.005�
approved by the secretary of Department of Veteran and Community Affairs
pursuant to s. 162.006 ¼6a�ass. For the purposes of this section, the
term "enterprise zone" �erme U s¼'tlM areaU aaa UB¼i�1'.�ea areaU shall have
the same meaning meaaia�s as in s. 162.004(1} ¼6a�a49f�t aat!i f8t.
Section 9. Subsection
amended to read:

(14)

of section 196.012, Florida Statutes, is

196.012 Definitions.--For the purpose of this chapter, the following
terms are defined as follows, except where the context clearly indicates
otherwise:
(14)fat

"New business" means:

fill. A business establishing 10 or more jobs to employ 10 or more
full-time employees in this state, which manufactures,
processes,
compounds, fabricates, or produces for sale items of tangible personal
property at a fixed location and which comprises an industrial or
manufacturing plant;
2. A business establishing 25 or more jobs to
time employees in this state, the sales factor of
214.71(3), for the facility with respect to which
development ad valorem tax exemption is less than
exemption is claimed; or

employ 25 or more full
which, as defined by s.
it requests an economic
0.50 for each year the

3. An office space in this state owned and used by a corporation
newly domiciled in this state; provided such office space houses 50 or
more full-time employees of such corporation;
provided that such business or office first begins operation on a site
clearly separate from any other commercial or industrial operation owned
by the same business.
(b) A business located in an area designated enterprise zone a s¼'tlM
er B¼i�l,.�et!i area pursuant to s. 162.005 ¼6a�ass. For the purpose of this
section, the term "enterprise zone" �erms U ehim areaU aaa U5¼:i,�1'.tet!i areaU
shall have the same meaning meaaia�s as in s. 162.004(1) ¼6a�a49f�t aat!i
fBt.
Section 10. Subsections
Florida Statutes, to read:
288.604

(6)

and

(7)

are added to section 288.604,

Definitions.--As used in this act:

(6) "Service area" means the
development corporation operates.

entire

area

in

which

a community

(7) "Target area" means that portion of the service area in which as
a result of substantial conditions of blight and economic depression
there is to be a concentration of projects and activities and where loan
funds are to be used.
14
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Section 11. Paragraphs (a),
(b) and (d) of subsection (1)
subsection (3) of section 288.606, Florida Statutes, are amended,
paragraph (e) is added to subsection (2) thereof, to read:
for
assistance.--Community
288.606 Eligibility
corporations meeting the following requirements shall be
assistance:

and
and

development
eligible for

(1) The community development corporation shall be a nonprofit
corporation under state law or a local development company established
under state law and certified eligible to participate in the Small
Business Administration Loan Program under s. 502 of the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958, as amended, and shall meet the following further
requirements:
(a) Its membership
years of age and older.

shall

be

open to all service area residents 18

(b) A majority of its board members shall be elected by service area
residents.
(d) Elections shall be adequately publicized within the service area,
and an ample opportunity shall be provided for full participation.
(2) The community development corporation shall contain a target area
in which economic development projects are located which meet one or more
of the following criteria:
(e)

An enterprise zone as defined in s. 162.004(1).

(3) The target area of the community development corporation shall be
either the same as the service �ee�rapftie area of ae the community
development corporation or an area contained withinthe boundaries of the
community development corporation service area.
Section 12. Paragraph (a) of subsection (2) and paragraph (a) of
subsection (5) of section 288.607, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
288.607

Community development corporation support program.--

(2) A community development corporation applying for a grant pursuant
to this section shall submit a proposal to the department which shall
include:
(a) The target and service area
community development corporation;
(5) In evaluating
shall consider the:

served

or

to

be served by the

proposals pursuant to this section, the secretary

(a) Relative degree of distress of the target geegra�Hie area served
by the community development corporation;
Section 13. Paragraph
(b) of subsection (1),
subsection (5) and subsection (6) of section 288.608,
are amended to read,.
288.608

paragraph (a) of
Florida Statutes,

Community development deferred payment loan program.--

(1) The secretary is authorized to make
eligible applicants for the following purposes:

loans

from the fund to

(b) Financial
assistance
to an existing community development
corporation-controlled or independent business venture located within the
community development corporation target eerviee area; and
15
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(5) In evaluating
shall consider:

proposals pursuant to this section, the secretary

(a) The relative degree of distress of the �ee�rapftie area serves sy
'l!l\e ee111111�ai�y aeve¼epmea� eerperatiea er target area wftereia �fte ¼eea
wi¼¼ ee �sea;
(6) All loans shall be interest free and shall be repaid within 15 §
years on a basis approved by the secretary; however, upon termination-of
any project as a result of sale or failure of the business, all
recoverable state funds shall be returned to the department for deposit
into the fund.
When losses are incurred, the amount returned to the
state shall be reduced so that the state absorbs losses in proportion to
the amount of equity held by the community development corporation
compared to the total equity held in the business venture or the amount
lost by all other comparable creditors in those cases in which a loan has
been extended to a business venture by a
community
development
corporation.
Section 14. This act shall take effect July 1, 1982, however the
amendments to ss. 159.26 and 159.27 contained in this act shall not apply
to any bonds for which a resolution was issued by a local agency prior to
said date.
Approved by the Governor April 5, 1982.
Filed in Office Secretary of State April 6, 1982.
*********************************************************************
* This public document was promulgated at a base cost of $17.28 per *
* page for 1500 copies or $.0115 per single page for the purpose
*
* of informing the public of Acts passed by the Legislature.
*
*********************************************************************
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COMMITTEE ON 1'0URISH AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
January 20, 1982
HB:

387

SPONSORS,

Kutun, Steele, and Meek

RELATING TO,
I.

Enterprise Zones

OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCES:
Finance and Tax
Appropriations

SUMMARY:
A.

e.

Present Situation,
The 1980 Legislature enacted seven pieces of legislation
designed to encourage and assist the revitalization of
"■l\1111 and blighted areas• with the use of private sector
capital. The following incentives are included in this
legislation, the economic revitalization jobs creation
incentive credit, the economic revitalization tax incentive
credit, the community contributions tax credit, the com
munity development support and assistance program, the local
option economic development tax abatement program, and the
use of industrial revenue bonds under the Florida Industrial
Development Financing Act.
Probable Effect of ProPQsed Changes:
The amendments to the 1980 legislation contained in this
bill would: 11 replace references to "alum or blighted areas•
with the term "enterprise zones,• 21 transfer local designa
tion and state approval of "enterprise zones" from chapters
163 and 220 to a new chapter 1621 31 make technical changes
to correct errors made when the origi�al legislation was
adopted, and 41 make substantive changes in the programs
created in the 1980 legislation.
Specifically, this bill makes the following changes,
Section 1. Creates chapter 162. Section 162.001 provides
a short title - the Florida Enterprise Zone"ictof 1982.
Section 162.002 provides legislative findings that the
revitalization of certain areas are necessary due to the
physical conditions existing therein. Section 162.003
declares revitalization of enterprise zones to be a public
purpose. Section 162.004 provides definitions of the terms
wenterprise �one,• •department,• •secretary,• and •governing
body.• The definition of an "enterprise zone• is the same
as the present definitions of "slum area• and "blighted
area.• Section 162.005 provides for designation of enter
prise zonee by cit'lesor countiee. This la the same process
currently required to designate a slum or blighted area.
Requires that a designating local governing body apply to
the Department of Veteran and C0111111unity Affairs (OVCAI for
approval of designated areas for the purposes of the tax
credits in ss. 220.181 and s. 220.182. Section 162.006
provides that upon application by a local governme�t the DVCA
shall determine if the area designated is appropriate for
the tax credits baaed on certain criteria. The process
and the criteria used are the same as those currently used
to determine if a designated slum or blighted area is
appropriate for the tax credits. Section 162.007 provides
a list of lhe etate and local program■ sval'IiSiein enter
prise zone•. Section 162.008 provides that if a federal
enterprise zone program ls enacted DVCA will prepare
application■ for all areas designated and approved under
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Commerce, tabor and Employment Security, Revenue, and
Veteran and Colll!1lunity Affairs to assist in the implementa
tion of the act to the extent that such assistance is con
sistent with their current powers and duties. Section
162.011 contains a grandfather clause that provides that
designated and approved "sl\1111 and blighted areas• be
deemed to be designated and approved "enterprise zones.•
Designated "slum and blighted areas• are deemed to be
designated "enterprise zones• which are applying for awmvaI
Section 162.012 repeals the Florida Enterprise Zone Act
of 1982 on December 31, 1986 and provides for a sunset
review of the act and the incentives and program• listed
in s. 162.007. The sunset date is consistent with the
sunset dates currently in ss. 220.181, 220.182 and 220.183.
Section 2. Provides a •stacking• provision for corporate
Income or franchise tax credits. Thia provision requires
that credits which must be used in the year in which they
are earned are first applied to offset tax liability and
that credits with carryover provisions be applied after
the short term credits have been utilized. Changes
references to "slum or blighted areas• to •enterprise zones,•
Section 3. Modifies the definition of "business• to also
define "business firm.• Changes references to "alum or
blighted areas" to "enterprise zones.• Consolidates the two
definitions of "sl\1111 and blighted areas• into one definition.
Transfers the definitions for the conununity contributions
tax credit to s. 220,03, the definitions section of the
corporate income tax chapter. Modifies the definition of a
project for the community contributions tax credit to mean
either the construction or improvement of housing or other
facilities or the improvement of entrepreneurial and job
developmentopportunities. Presently a project must
undertake both of these tasks.
Section 4. Permits an employer for the purposes of the
Economic Revitalization Jobs Creation Credit to hire a
replacement new business employee for the unused balance
of the 12 month credit if the original new business employee
becomes ineligible for the credit. Provides a five year
carry-forward to the economic revitalization jobs creation
credit. Transfers approval of desi9nated areas for the
credit from a. 220.181 to s. 162.006. Changes references
to "sl\1111 and blighted areas• to "enterprise zones.•
Section 5. Corrects the sunset provision of the economic
revitalization tax incentive credit to carry out the
legislature's intent that the credit be available for ten
full years plus any carry forward. No business would be
allowed to begin claiming the credit after the sunset date
(December 31, 19861. Transfers approval of designated areas
for the credit from•· 220.182 to s. 162.006. Changes
references to "slum and blighted area•• to "enterprise zones.•
Section 6. Provides a five year carry forward for the
community contribution tax credit. Changes references to
reflect the movement of applicable definitions to the
definitions section of chapter 220. Conforms the sunset
provision of the credit with the carry forward. Changes
references to "sl\1111 and blighted area•• to "enterprise zones.•
Section 7. Changes references to "slum or blighted areas• to
•enterprise zone• in the Florida Industrial Development
Financing Act.
Section 8. Changes references to "alum or blighted areas•
to •enterprise zones• in the Florida Industrial Development
Financing Act.

Section 9. Changes reference• to "slum or blighted areas"
to •enterprise zones" for the local option economic develop
-nt tax abatement enabling legislation. Corrects the
improper placement of a paragraph notation made when the
enabling legislation waa adopted.

Section 10. Defines a •service area• and a •target area•
for the Community Development Corporation Support and
Assistance Program. •service area• is defined to be the
area in which a conununity development corporation (CDC)
operates. "Target area• is defined as the area in ..,ich a loan
to a-ax: is ta be-used. 1tlese teill1S replace confusing references
to the terms •target area•, •service area•, •area•, and •geo

grapic area" which are used interchangably.

Section 11. Incorporates use of the definition of a ••e�ice
area.• Changes references from: slWII and blighted areas
to •enterprise zones.•

Section 12.

Incorporates the use of the definitions of

•target areas• and •service area.•

Section 13. Increases the payback period on the community
development defered loan program (to community development
organizations) from five to fifteen years.
Section 14.

Effective date:

July 1, 1982.

II. FISCAL IMPACT:
A.

State Fiscal Impact: The Department of Revenue reports
that the effect of this bill on state revenue is marginal.
In addition, the Department reports this bill will improve
administration of the incuntives Florida offers for
revitalization of distressed areas.

B. Local Fiscal Impact: This bill imposes no additional
cost to local government.

C.

Private Sector Impact: This bill would serve to make the
cost of investment In distressed areas in Florida lower,
thus encouraging such investment.

III. COMMENTS:

' /
This bill is very similar to a combination of HB 1201, HB 1202
and HB 1203 from the 1981 session. All three bills passed the
House of Representatives.

The following Florida cities and counties have designated "slWD
and blighted areas• which have been approved by the Department
of Veteran and Community Affairs for the tax credits in ss. 220.181
and 220.1821 Bradenton, Broward County, Clearwater, Dade County,
Deerfield Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach, Hillsborough
County, Hollywood, Jacksonville, Key Kest, Lake City, Lake Kales,
Melbourne, Palatka, Pinellas County, Pensacola, Pompano Beach,
$t. Petersburg, and Tampa.
Seven states, including Florida, have enacted legislation closely
akin to the enterprise zone concept that is embodied in the
1980 legislation that was passed to encourage revitalization
of distressed areas. The states are, Connecticut, Florida,
Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland, Ohio, and Oregon.
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K - 12 EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS
HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED t REFERRED
TOK - 12 EDUCATlONt APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00039;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL EDUCATION
LEGlSLATJON
HOUSE COMM. REPORT; FAVORABLE WITH ,_,.END. BY K - 12 EDUCATION
-HJ 00143; NOW lN APPROPRIATIONS
HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON EOUCATION/TRANSPORlATION
ISUB. Ill)
HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMM.; 214 C; 4:15 PM;
02/11>/62
H 0386
HOUSE "ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- A PPROPRIATIONS; 21 HOB; &:DO AN;
03/09/112
HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- A PPROPRIATIONS; 21 HOB; 8 A.H.;
03/11/82
HOUSE COMM. R EPORTI C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR a� APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 005b3; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
HOUSE C/S READ FIRST ANO SECOND TIMES; READ THIRD TIME; C/S
2 -HJ 00596
PASSED; YEAS 107 NAYS
SENATE IN MESSAGES
SENATE RECEIVED. REFERRED 10 EDUCAll0\1 1 APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00455
SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO
RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00510
SENATE DIED lN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
H 0387
REFER TO SB 13-D tCH. 82-2181

H 0384 GENERAL BILL/CS BY APPROPRlATIONS 1 K - 12 EDUCATION, YOUNG !SIMILAR
CS/S 0678, COIIPARE CS /H OB72, S 0483, S 0545)
ltS/CS) ACAOEMlC SCHOLARS PROGRAM; ESTABLISHES SAID PROGRAM; PROVIDES
FOR flORlOA ACADEMIC SCHOLARS• FUND SCHOLARSHIPS; CREATES JOINT
EXECUTIVE' L EGISLATIVE lA:.K FORCE FOR TEACHER EDUCATION QUALITY
IMPROVEMENl, ETC. AMENDS 240.402; CREATES 232.2461. EFFECTIVE DATE:
01/C,l/&2.
°
01/01/82 HOUSE TARG ETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PRE FILEO t REFERRED TO
K - 12 EOUCAllON, APPRO PRIATIONS
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTROOUCED, REFERRED
TOK - 12 EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00039;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE 0� GENERAL EDUCATION
LEGISLATION
02/03/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY K - 12 EDUCATION -hJ 00162; NOW lN
APPROPRIATIONS
02/04/82 HOUSE SUBREFERRE0 TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON EOUCATlON/TRANSPORTATlON
ISUB. 1111
02/16/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCOMM.; 214 Ci 8:30 A M;
02/18/82--CANCELLED
02/18/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMM.l 214 C; 4•15 PM;
02/22/82
03/08/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- A PPROPRIATIONS; 21 HDBI 8:00 AM;
03/09/82
03/U/U HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S FOR C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRlATJONS -ttJ 00541
03/12/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/15/82 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIMES; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED;
READ THlRD TIME; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; �EAS 103 NAYS
0 -HJ 00596
03/U/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES; RECEIVED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION,
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, APPROPRIATIONS; RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00457
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS,
APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED I� COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM.,COMPARE BlLL PASSEDe
REFER TO C/S SB b18 (CH. 82-13bl

H 0385 GENERAL BILL BY HIEBER
PUBLIC FOCI> S ERVICE ESTABL1SHMEN1S; REQUIRES SUCH ESTABLISHMENTS TO HAVE
AN EMPLOYEE ON DUTY WHO CAN ADMINISTER EMERGENCY FIRST AID TO CHOKING
VICTIMS; PROVIDES EXEMPTION FROM LIABILilY; PROVIDES FOR REVIEW, REPEAL
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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RE REGULATORY SUNSET ACT. CREATES 509.213. EFFECTIVE DATE• 011ove2.
01 /01/82 HOUSE TARGETED FDR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; PREflLED t REFERRED
TO HEALTH, REHABlLllATlVE SERVICES
0l/ll/b2 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO HEALTH£ REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00039;
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FDR SUBkEFERRAL; 214 C; 1130 PM;
01/19/82
01/21/82 HOUSE ON COKMlTTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMM.; 314 HOB; 1S30 PM;
02/02/82
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED lN COMMITTEE ON HEALTH£ R EHAllLITATlVE SERVICES
GENERAL BILL BY PLUMMER, L. H. !SIMILAR CS/S 01581
TRAFFIC CONTROL; PROVIDES CRlTERIA FOR OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES O N
WHICH WINDOWS ARE COMPOSl:O OF. COVERED av. O R TREATED WITH CERTAIN
MATERIALS! PROHIBITS SALE Of CERTAIN MATERIALS OR AUTOMOTIVE GLASS
WITHOUT CERTAIN INFORMATION bEING PRJNT&D THEREON, ETC. AMENDS CH. 316.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/07/82 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION
01/18/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -+tJ 00039
02/15/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- TRANSPOR1A110N; 413 Ci 3:00 PM;
02/11/82
02/18/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT• FAVORABLE, PLA'tED ON CALENDAR BY
TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00302
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
K, STEELE tSIMlLAR
GENERAL BILL/CS BY FINANCE' TAXATION• KUTUN, MEE
CS/S 0761 t COIIPARE C$/H 0212, ENG/H 028b, H 0534, H lO bl• S Cl229t
s 021s. s 05921
COMMUNITY' ECONOMIC REVlTALlZATlON; CREATES FLORIDA ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT
OF 1982; PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS, POLICY, PURPOSE, DEFINITIONS,
DESIGNATION Of ENTERPRISE 10NES BY LOCAL GOVERNING BODIES, ETC. CREATES
CH. 162; AMENDS CHS. 220, 159, 196, 288. EFFECTIVE DATE• 07/0VIIZ.
Ol/07/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL ·IMPACT; TARGETED FDR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT;
PREFILtD, REFERRED TO TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVUOPMENT,
FINANCE' TAXATION, APPR0PRlATllJIIS
01/18/82 HOUSE lARGETEO FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOU.L
FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE S ECTOR IMPACT(
INTROOUCED t REFERRED TO TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
FINANCE, TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -+tJ 00040
01/20/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- TOURISM; 21 HOa; 2:00 PMi
Ol/Z!i/82
01/26/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT& FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TOURISM,
ECONOMIC OEVEL.OPMENT -HJ 00138; NOW IN FINANCE'
TAXAllON
02/0�/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FOR SUBREFERRALi 21 HOB; 1&30 PK;
02/09/82
02/09/82 HOUSE SUBREFERII.EO TO SU&COKKilTEE OM FlNAtlelAL lNSTlTUTIONS;
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S U8COl!M.; 215 HOB; AFTER FULL
COMM. ADJ.; 02/09
02/12/82 HOUSE ON CDMMllTEE AGENDA- f•, T.; 21 HO&i la:IO PK;
02/16/82
02/22/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT• C/S av FINANCE, TAXATION -HJ 00313; NOW
IN APPRDPRIATJONS
03/02/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00373; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
03/04/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/08/82 HOUSE C/S READ FIRSl ANO SECOND TIMES -HJ 00427; AMENDMENT
ADOPTED -hJ 00433
03/09/82 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; C/S PASSED AS ANEHOED; YEAS 93 NAYS
3 -ttJ 00450
03/09/82 SENATE lN MESSAGES
03/10/82 SENATE RECEIVED, R EFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMIIUNITY ANO CO\ISUMER
AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, FINANCE, TAXATION AND
CLAIMS -SJ 003b3; WlTHORAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COIIMUNllY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, FINANCE,
lAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00391; SUBSTITUTED FOR C/S SB
O -SJ 00392
7b7; PASSED, YEAS 37 NAYS
OYlV82 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00838
APPROVED BY GUVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-119

H 0381 GENERAL BILL BY STEELE ANO OTHERS !SIMI LAR CS /S 05931
SALES tAX; PROVIDES THAT B UILDING MATERIALS USED IN REHA BILITATION OF
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED IN SLUM OR BLIGHTED AREA SHALL B E EXEMPT FROM SAID
TAX; PROVIDES·FOR REFUND OF PREVIOUSLY PAID TAXES; PROVIDES FOR REFUND
APPLICATIONS, ETC. AMENDS 212.oa. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/82.
01/07/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT;
PREFILED, REFERRED TO TOURISM & ECOICJMIC DEVELOPMENT,
FINANCE & TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
•
FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT;
I NTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TOURISM & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
FINANCE & TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00040
01/20/82 HOUSE ON COMl>IJJTEE AGENDA- TOURISM; 21 HOB; 2:00 PH;
01/25/82
01/28/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- TOURISM; 21 HOS; 1:30 PM;
02/01/82
02/02/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY TOURIS M &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -HJ 00154; NOW IN FINANCE &
TAXATION
02/05/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- F OR SUBREFERRAL; 21 HOB; 1:30 PM;
02/09/82
02/09/82 HOUSE S UBREFERRED TD SUBCOMMITTEE ON SALES TAX AND GENERAL
LEGI SLATION; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- SUBCOHH.; 314 HOB;
AFTER FULL COMM. ADJ.; 02/09
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE t TAXATION

•

H 0389 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN (SIMILAR S 0517, ENG/S 0629, COMPARE ENG/S 07061
TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX; PROVIDES THAT MARINE CARGO CONTAINERS
USED IN FOREIGN OR IN TERSTATE COMMERCE S HALL NOT BE DEEMED TO HAVE
ACQUIRED TAXABLE SITUS IN THE STATE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. AMENDS
192.032. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/83.
01/07/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED TO TOURISM & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMF;NT, FINANCE & TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FDR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARl>ETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERR ED TO TOURISM &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, FINANCE & TAXATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -tlJ 00040
01/28/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- TOURISM; 21 HOB; 1:30 PM;
02/01/82
02/02/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY TOURISM & ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT -HJ 00154; NOW IN FINANCE & TAXATION
02/05/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- FOR SUBREFERRAL; 21 HOB; 1:30 PH;
02/09/82
02/09/82 HOUSE S UBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON AD VALOREM JAX AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
02/19/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCOHM.; 21 HOB; 3:30 PM;
02/23/82
03/09/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- F. & T.; 21 HOB; 8 A.M.;
03/10/82
03/10/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY FINANCE t
TAXATION -HJ 00501; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
03/11/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00540; PLACED ON
CALE-.0AR
03/15/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/24/82 HOUSE RETAINED ON REGULAR CALENDAR
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, I DEN. /SJM./COHPARE bill PASSED, REFER
TO SB 706 CCH. 82-2081

H 0390 GENERAL Bill/CS BY HIGHER EDUCATION, SADOWSKI, COSGROVE, GORDON,
HALL, c., ROSEN AND OTHERS CSIMlLAR CS/S 03041
COMMUNITY COLLEGES; REQUIRES COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION TO COMPUlE
REG1014Al COST D1ffEREH11AL FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES; PROVIDES A FORMULA
FOR CALCULATION OF OlFFERENTIALS; PROVIDES FOR USE OF AODJTIONAL
A��O�AllOtll -EWl-ES A SPE�lfl� APPROPRIATION FOR IMPLEMENTATION. AMENDS
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EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
HOUSE TARGElED FOR ST4TE FISCAL IMPACT; PREfllED, R EfERRcD TO
HIGHER EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS
HOUSE S UBREFERRED 10 SUBCOMMITTEE ON PLANNING AND PR�GRAHS
HOUSE ON COMMITlEt AGENDA- S UBCOHH.; 314 HUB; 10:00 AM;
01/20/B2
HOUSE TARGETE D FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ ooo�o;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON PLANNING ANO PROGRAMS
HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- HIGHER EDUC.; 314 HOB; 9:15 AH;
01/27/82
HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY HI GHER EDUCATION -HJ 00lb21 NOW IN
APPROPRIATIONS
HOUSE S UBREFERRED 10 SUBCOMMITTEE ON ED UCATIDN/T�ANSPORTATION
(SUB. 111I
HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 0391 GENERAL BILL BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS ISIHILAR CS/S 0289, COMPARE H 0397,
S 08781
LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINA NCIAL HATTtRS; PROVIDES FOR DISCRETIONARY A UlHORJTY
OF AUDITOR GENERAL TO CONOUCl CERTAIN PERFORMANCE AUDITS; REWIRES
CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES TO HAVE ANNUAL AUDITS; PROVIDES FOR
MANAGEMENT LETTER, ETC. AMENDS CHS. 11, 21B, 421; REPEALS 166.241141,
21B.34151. EFFECTIVE DATE: Ol/01/82.
01/07/82 HOUSE PREFILED, PLACED ON CALENDAR
01/18/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00040
01/25/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
02/01/82 .HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00146
0
02/02/82 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 113 NAYS
-HJ 001�2
02/04/82 SENATE IN ME SSAGES
02/10/82 SENATE RECEIVED, �EFERRED TO E CONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
�fFAIRS, APPROPRIATIONS, RULES AND CA LEND�R -SJ 00138
02/19/82 SENAlt EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITT EE E COl«lMJC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
02/22/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- ECONOMIC, COMM/CONS. AFFAIRS
2/24/82 2 PM RM H
02/24/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONOMIC,
COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00lb9
02/26/82 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00269
03/08/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF llME G RANT ED COHHJTTEE APP�OPRJATJONS
03/ 18/82 SENAlE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
O.:l/25/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -SPJ 005561 OJED ON CALENDAR
H 0392 LOCAL BILL BY GARDNER I IDENTICAL S 04921
GATEWAY CENTER INDUSTRIAL PA�K; !BREVARD COUNTYI AUTHORllES BREVARD
COUNTY TO SELL, LEASE OR OlHERWlSE DISPOSE OF COIJNTY OWNEO PROPERTY
WITHIN SAID P ARK AS D EfH:l:D Hc:REJN BY PRIVATE SUI: OR lRANSACTION;
DECLARES PRIVATE SALES & TRANSACTION� IN SAID PARK TO SERVc: PUBLIC
PURPOSE. EFFECTIVE OATE: 04/09/82•
01/07/82 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
01/18/82 HOUSE lNTRODUCEO, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00040
01/21/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- COMMUNIJY A FFAIRS; 314 HOB; 1•30
PH; 01/25/82
02/05/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR B Y
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00168
0
02/18/112 HOUSE READ SECON:> ANO J!HRD TIMES; PASSED; YcAS 118 !UYS
-HJ 00260; IMMEDIAT ELY CERTIFIED
02/18/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES
02/24/82 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TD ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00221
03/02/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROH ECONOMIC, COHHUNJTY AND CONSIJ'IER A FFAIRS
-SJ 00291; NOW IN RULES AND CALENDAR
03/09/a2 SENATE CONSlDERtD, PLAito ON LOCAL CALENDAR BY RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00366
03/10/BZ SENATE PASStD; YEAS 31 NAYS
O -SJ 00372
03/11/82 HOUSE OROEklu cNkULLEO
E
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DIED IN COMMITTEE, IOEN./SIH./COHPA'RE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO C/S HB 6b5 ICH. 82-2121

S 07bl CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 8Y STEINBERG ISIHILAR H 03371
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA; RATIFIES lHE PROPOSED AHENDHENT TO THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUllON RELATING TO THE DIST RICT OF COLUMBIA.
01/27/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00097
02/16/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
03/01/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
"13/25/82 SENATE OIEO IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 0762 GENERAL BILL BY GORDON 110ENTICAL H 033bl
ADULTERY & FORNICATION; REMOVES PROHIBITION AGAINST COHABITATION BY
UNMARRIED PERSONS & ADOS REQUIREMENT Of A PUBLIC ACT TO PROVISIONS OF
LAW WlilCH PROHIBIT & PROVIDE A PENALTY F OR LEWD & LASCIVIOUS BEHAVIOR,
ETC. AMENDS 798.02; REPEALS 798.01,.03. EFFECTIVE OATEa Ol/01/82.
01/27/82 SENA Tia FILED
02/02/82 SENATE I NTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUOlClARY-CRl HINAL -SJ 00097
02/17/B:t SEIIA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
03/18/82 SENATE WITHORA ... F ROM JUOICIARY-CRIHlNALi REFERRED TO RULES
ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 0763 GENERAL DILL/CS BY NATURAL RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION, VOGT
ISIMJLAR H 10971
SALT WATER PRODUCTS; PROVIDES FOR LICENSING BY NATURAL RESOURCES DEPT.;
SETS FEES & PROVIDES FOR USE OF SAHE; PROVIDES FOR PRESERVATION OF
SALTWATER PRODUCTS TAKEN; PROVIOES FOR MARINE FISHERIES DATA INFO.
SYSTEM; PROVIDES FOR DEPOSIT & APPROPRIATION OF LICENSE FEES , ETC.
AMENDS 370.0b, 327.28. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/27/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION, APPROPRIATIONS, FINANCE , TAXATION ANO
CLAIMS -SJ 00097
02/08/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES & CONS.
2/10/82 2 PH RH H
02/17/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATLllAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION
03/01/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATLllAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVATION
03/02/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES 3/04/82 2 P H
RH H
03/04/82 SENATE COMM. REPORTa C/S BY NATURAL RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION
-SJ 00328
03/08/82 SENA TE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00328
03/11/82 SENATE WITHORAll,I F ROM- FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00411
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAll,I FROM APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COHHITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

S 0764 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS (SIMILAR H 11291
GAME PERMITS! REDEFINES, FOR PURPOSE OF LICENSE EXEMPTIONS, •TOTALLY l
PERMANENTLY DISABLED PERSONS•• PROVIDES SUBAGENTS HAY SELL PERMITS'
LICENSES; CHANGES MONTHLY DEAD LINE FOR REMITTANCE Of LICENSE l OTHER
FEES TO GAME , FRESH WATER FISH COMMISSION. AMENDS CH. 372.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/01/82.
01/27/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES ANO
CONSERVATION, FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00097
02/17/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
AHO CONSERVATION
02/23/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE ,IIGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES l CONS.
2/25/82 5 PM RH H
02/25/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY NATURAL RESOLllCES ANO
CONSERVATION -SJ 00270
ou2,112 SENATE NOW IN FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS -SJ 00270
03/12/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM FINANCE, T AXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 004351
PLACED ON CALENDAR
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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03/15/82 SENATE
03/16/62 SENATE

PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; RET AINED ON REGULAR
CALENDAR
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -:.PJ 00551>; IOEN./SJH. HOUSE BILL
SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
JOEN./SJH./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO HB 1129 (CH.
82-1881 -SPJ 00578
S 0765 CONCURRENT RESOLUTION BY STEINBERG I SIMILAR H 0Y3YI
STATE CONSTITUTION; DELETE� CERTAIN OBSOLETE LANGUAGE IN ART. Y, STATE
CONSTITUTION. DELETES S. 20, ART. v.
01/27/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00097
02/04/82 SENATE ON COHHlTTE� AGENDA-- JUDICIARY- CIVI L 2/08/82 2 PM
RHB
02/08/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY JUDICI ARY-CIVIL -SJ 00135
OZ/09/82 SENATE NOW IN RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00135
OZ/22/82 SENATE EXTENSIOH OF TIME GRANTED CDl'IHJTTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
03/08/82 SENATE EXTENSION Of TlHE GRANTED COHH11TcE RULES ANO CALENDAR
03/25/82 SENA TE OlEO IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CA LENDAR
S 0766 GENERAL BILL BY VObT ISIHILAR ENG/H 01811
INSURANCE; CREATES •AHUSEMENl RIDE t ATTRACTION SAFETY INSURANCE ACT•;
PROVIDES DEFINITIONS; REQUIRES INSURANCE OR bONOS WITH RESPECT TO OWNERS
OR OPERATORS OF AMUSEMENT RIOES t ATT RACTIONS; PROVIDES EXEMPTIONS &
PENALTIES• EFFECTIVE OATc• 07/01/82.
01/21/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00098
02/15/82 SENATE EXTENSION Of TIME GRANTED COHHlTTEE COMMERCE
03/08/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TJHE GRAN1EO COMMITTEE COMMERCE
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROH COMMERCE; REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENA TE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALEl'IOAR
S Ol•l GENERAL BILL /CS BY flHANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS, VOGT, D UNN ANO OTHERS
ISIHILAR CS/H 0387, COMPARE CS/H 0212, ENb/H 0286, H 0534, H 1061,
S 0229, S 0275, S 05921
COHMl.#ilTY & ECONOMIC RtVITALllATJONI CREATES F LORIDA ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT
OF 1982; PROVIDES LEGISLATlVE FINDINGS, POLICY t PURPOSE, DEFINITIONS,
DESIGNATION OF ENTERPRISE ZONES BY LOCAL GOVERNING 8DOJES, ETC. CREATES
CH. 162; AHENOS CHS. 220, 159, 196, 288. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/27/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO cCONOMJC, COM HUl'IITY ANO
CONSUMEk AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, FINANCE,
TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00096
02/12/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANT ED COMMITTEE ECONOHlC, COMMUNI TY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
02/22/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- ECONOMIC, COMM/CONS. AFFAIRS
2/24/82 2 PH RM H
02/24/82 SENATE COMM. REPORT; FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONOHlC t
COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00270
02/25/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN F ROM- GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00267
02/26/82 SENATE NOW IN FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIM� -SJ 00270; ON
COMMITTEE AGENDA- FJNANCE, T�X. & CLAIMS 3/0l/8Z 2
PH RH A
03/01/82 SENATE C/S COH61NES THIS BILL ANO SB 592; COMM. REPORTa C/S
PLACED ON CALENDAR av FINANCE, TAXATJON ANO CLAIMS
-SJ 00296
03/10/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME
-SJ 00391; IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON
TABLE UNOER RULE, IDEl'I./SIH./COHPARE •ILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S Ha 387 CH. 12-1191 -SJ 00392
S Dl•B GENERAL BILL BY LANGLEY IIDENTICAL H 00811
SCHOOLS; PROVIDES THAT NO STUDENT SHALL RECEIVE A FREE OR REDUCED-PRICE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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FAMILY LAW
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

H 0551 GENERAL BILL BY EWING, DANSON IIOENTICAL S 04571
SEWAGE DISPOSAL! REQUIRES THAT AN lNDlVlDUAL SEWAGE DISPOSAL S YSTEM
SHALL CONNECT TO A PUBLIC-OWNED OR INVESTOR-OWNED SEWERAGE S YS TEM lF
COUNTY HEALTH OEPARTMENT DETERMINES lHAT A HEALlH HAZARD EXISTS. AMtNDS
381.272. EFFECTIVE DATES 07/01/82.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFlLED
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO HEALTH' REHA BILITATIVE S ERVICES -tlJ 00054
01/25/82 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ECONOMIC
SERVICES
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED lN COMMITTEE ON HEALTH, REHABlLlTATlVE SERVICES
GENERAL OlLL BY SAMPLE llDENTlCAL S 07071
FRES H WATER M ANAGEMENT; CREATES A JOINT LEGISLATIVE TASK FORCE TO MAKE A
COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OR ALLOCATION LAWS OF
STATE' THEIR ENFORCEMENT; DIRECTS T HAT lT REPORT lTS FlNOINGS ,
RECOMMENOATIONS TO 1983 LEGISLATIVE SESSION; PROVIDES FOR STAFF£
EXPENSES OF COMMITTEE. EFFECTIVE DATEt UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFlLED
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; lNTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO NATURAL RESOURCES, APPROPRIATI ONS -HJ 0005 4
01/27/82 HOUSE SUBREFERREO T O SUBCOMMITTEE O N LANO AND WATER
RESOURCES
02/05/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCOMMITTEE; 24 H.o.B.; 3:00
PM; 02/09/82
02/15/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCDMM.; 215 HOB; 1:30 PM;
02/16/82
02/25/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES; 214 C; 1:30
PM; 03/01/82
03/03/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY NATURAL RESOURCES -tlJ 00385;
NOW JN APPROPRIATIONS
03/02/82 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMI TTEE ON EDUCATION/TRANSPORTATION
1 sua.uu
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED lN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
H 0553 GENERAL BILL BY COSGROVE A ND OTHERS ICOMPARE H 0948, CS /S 09051
GENERAL S ERVICES DEPARTMENT; PROVIDES FOR PREFERENCE IN COMPETITIVE BIOS
RE COHHODlTlES MANUFACTURED IN u.s. AMENDS 281.082. E FFECTIVE DATE:
01/01/82.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFlLEO
01/18/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNltENTAL
OPERATIONS, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00054
02/01/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FOR S UBREFERRAL; 21 HOB; 9:15 AH;
OZ/03/82
02/08/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FOR S UBREFE RRALI 21 H08; 9:15 AM;
02/10/82
02/15/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCOMH.; 21 HOB; 9:00 AM;
OZ/17/82
02/22/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- GOV. OP.; 21 HU8; 10:00 AK;
02/24/82
03/02/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY GOVERNMENT AL OPERATIONS
-HJ 00375; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS; WITHDRAWN FROM
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00313; PLACED ON CALENDAR
03/04/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/08/82 HOUSE RETAINED ON REGULAR CALENDAR
03/11/82 HOUSE PLACED ON S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/15/82 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00584; AMENOMENTS AOOPTEO
-HJ 00587
03/16/82 HOUSE PLACED ON SECOND READING; AMENOltENTS ADOPTED; READ
0
THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 109 NAYS
-HJ 00611
03/16/82 SENATE lN MESSAGES
03/17/82 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00"10
03/18/82 SENAlE WllHORAWlt FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; REFERRED TO
U>ltllle.JEO ON N�al PAGE
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RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00510
DIED lN COMMllTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

H 0554 GENERAL BILL BY HAGLER ISlMlLAR H 08071
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCING; PROVIDES FOR COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCIES TD BE INCLUDED IN OEFlNlTION OF •LOCAL AGENCY• FOR PURPOS E OF
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCING. AMENDS 159.Zl. E�FECTlVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFlLEO
01/18/82 HOUSE lNTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00054
02/11/8� HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- COMMUNITY -FFAlRSI 314 HOB& 2:00
PM; 02/15/82
02/lb/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR 8Y
COMM UNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00252
03/25/82 HOUSE Oleo ON CALENDAR
H 0555 LOCAL BILL BY HAWKINS, M. E.
COLLIER CO./FlRE CONTROL DISTRICTS; REPEALS PROVISION RE CREATION OF
LITTLE HICKORY, BONIT A SHORES FIRE CONTROL DISTRICT; AMENDS PROVISION RE
NORTH NAPLES FIRE CONTROL DISTRICT TO EXTEND BOUNDARIES OF SAID
DISTRICT; PROVIDES FDR A RtFERENOUH. EFFECTIVE DATE: CONTINGENT.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFlLED
01/18/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00054
01/28/82 HOUSE ON COMMll lEE AGENDA- COHMUNIJY AFFAIRS; 314 J-IOB; 2•30
PM; 02/01/82
02/05/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AHENO., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -tlJ 0011>8
02/18/82 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ACOPTED; REAO THIRD TIME;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 118 NAYS
O -HJ 002741
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
02/19/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES
02/24/82 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO R ULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00218;
CDNSlOEREO, PLACED ON L OCAL CALENDAR BY RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00241
0 -SJ 00254
02/25/82 SENA TE PASSED; YEAS 40 NAYS
03/02/82 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
03/10/82 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00�01
BECAME LA W WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
03/18/82
CHAPTER NO. 82-283 -HJ 00790
H 0551> LOCAL BILL BY HAWKINS, M. E.
COLLIER CO./FIRE CONTROL DIST.; CREATES GOLDEN GATE FI RE CONTROL,
RESCUE DISTRICT WITHIN COUNTY; PROVIDES FOR CREATION & ELECTION OF
DISTRICT BOARD; DEFINES BOARD'S DUTIES, POWERS, & AUTHORITY; PROHI BITS
CERTAIN ACTIVITY BY BOARD MEMBERS; P ROVIDES FOR REFERENDUM, ETC.
EFFECTIVE DATE: CONTINGENT.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFILED
01/18/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CO�MUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00055
02/04/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- COMMUNITY A FFAIRS; 314 HOB; 1:30
PM; 02/08/82
02/17/82. HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR 8 Y
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00302
0
02/18/82 HOUSE READ SECOND ANO THIRD TIMES; PASSED; YEAS 118 NAYS
-HJ 00274; IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
02/18/82 SENAJE IN MESSAGES
02/24/82 SENATE RECEIVED, R EFERRED TO R ULES ANO CALENDAR -S J 00223;
CONSIDERED, PLACED ON L OCAL CALENDAR BY RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00241
02/25/82 SENA TE PASSED; YEAS 40 NAYS
03/02/62 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
03/10/82 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVER�OR -HJ 00501
BECAME LAW WllHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
03/18/82
CHAPTER NO. 82-284 -HJ 00790
H 0557 LOCAL BILL BY HAWKINS, M. E. AND OlHERS
GLADES/HENDRY CO./ORAINAGE OlST.; AMENDS PROVISION RE MAINTENANCE TAX
RAlES, TO INCREASE THE AlfiUAl MAXIMUM RA TE PER ACRE LEVJEO UPON CERTAIN
LANDS IN SUGARLAND DllAINAGE DISTRICT. EFFECTIVE OATE: 04/09/82.
01/13/82 HOUSE PREFILEO
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMMITTEE; L4 H.O.B.; 3:00
OUO'l/82
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S U8COMH.i 215 H08; 1:30 PH;
02/lo/82
ON COHHITTfE AGENDA- N ATURAL RESOURCES; Ll4 C; 1 :30
PH; 03/01/oZ
COMM. REPORl: FAVORABLE BY NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 00385;
NOW lN APPROPRIAllONS
S UBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT ISUB.
PH;

111

WITHDRAIIN F ROM APPROPRIATIONS -tu 00540; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
Wl1HORA"6'1 FROH CALE NDAR , RECOMMITTED TO APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00564
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 0807 GENERAL BILL BY IIARD, BOl.fS, HAGLER, JOHNSON, 8. Lot PAlTl:RSON, RO BIN$0N
ISJHILAR H 0554 l
IN0US1RIAL DE VELOPMENT FINANCING; INCLUDES COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCIES lN D EFINITION OF •LOCAL AGENCY• FOR PURPoses Of INDUSTRIAL
OEVELOPHcNT F INANCING ALT. AMENDS 159.27. E FFECTIVE DATE: Ol/01/82.
01/19/82 HOUSE FILED
01/25/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
-HJ 00121
Ol/28/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FOR SUBREFERRAL; 21 HOB; 1:30 PH;
02/01/112
02/01/82 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENl
03/25/82 HOUSE DIEO IN COMMITTEE ON TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
H 0808 GENtRAL BILL BY BANKHEAD !COMPARE H 0371, CS/H Ob&l, EN�/S 04191
REAL ESTATE; REQUIRES REAL ESTATE BOARD TO SUBSTITUTE CERTAIN COURSES
FOR PURPOSES Of CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR RENEWAL OF BROKER
, SALESMEN LICENSES; REQUIRES SUCH SUBSTITUTION RE CONTINUING EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR REA�TIVAllON OF INACTIVE LICENSES, ETC. AMENDS
475.182,.183. EFFECllVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/19/82 HOUSE FILED
01/25/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
-HJ 00121
02/04/82 HOUSE S UBREFERREO TO SUB�OMMITTEE ON DE PARTMENT OF
PROfESSlDNAL REGULATION; ON COMM11TEE AbENDA-- TOURISM;
21 HOB; 1:30 PM; 02/08/82
02/16/82 HOUSE WITHORAIJII FROM TOURISM, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT;
WITHORAll'I FROM FURTHER CONS., IDEN/SIM/COMPARE BILL
PASSED, REFER TO SB 419 ICH. 82-ll, C.S HB b8l ICH.
82-1791 -HJ 00248

H 0809 GENERAL BILL BY HtSSERSMITH (IDENTICAL S 07131
ALCOHOLISM; AMENDS PROVISIONS RE DUTY OF PEACE OFFICER TO TAKE PERSONS
TO A HOSPITAL OR OTHER TREATMENT RESOURCE If HE IS INTOXICATED IN A
PUBLIC PLACc, APPEARS 10 8� INCAPACITATED. AMENDS 39b.072.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/19/82 HOUSE FILED
Ol/25/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICf --HJ 00121
02/10/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- S UBCOMH.; 16 HOB; 1:30 PM;
0 2/15/82; ON COl'HlTTEE AGENDA, PEMOING �&COMMITTEE
ACTION-- CRIMINAL JUSTICE; 311 Ci 2:30 PH; 02/15/82
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY CRIMINAL
HOUSE
02/17/82
JUSTICE -HJ 00302
03/09/82 HOUSE PLACED ON S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/15/82 HOUSE RUD UCOND llMEi READ THIRD TlHEi PASSED; YEAS 108
NAYS
O -HJ 0U581
03/15/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES
03/16/82 SENATE RECEl�ED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, C OIIHUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS -SJ 00454
03/11/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMUNITY AltD CONSUMER AFFAIRS
-SJ 00490; PLACED ON CALENDAR
03/18/82 SENATE WlTHDRAll'I FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES AltO CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
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H 0810 GENERAL BlLL BY MCPHERSON, S. AND OTHERS
ELECTIONSi REQUIRES PERSUNS RE�lSTEklNG 10 VOTE TO PRESENl PROOF Of
UNITED STATES CITIZENSHlPi SP�LlFlES TYPES Of PROOF Of SAMt. AMENDS
91.041. EFFECllYE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/19/82 HOUSE FlLtD
01/25/82 HOUSE lNlROUUCiu, RcfERRE D TO ETHICS L ELECTIONS -HJ 00121
02/08/b2 HOUSc ON COMHlTTEL AGENDA- FOR SUBREFERRAL; 212 HOBi 9:30
AH; 02/ 10/b2
02/10/82 HOUSE SUbREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT
03/25/8L HOUSE DJEu JN LOMMITlEE ON ETHICS L ELECTIONS
H 0811 GfNERAL BILL BY KUTUN, HAZOURI ANO OTHERS llDENllCAL S 01951
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS; CREAltS COMMUNllY REINVESTMENT ACli ESTABLISHES
COMMUNITY REINVtSTMENl FUND; PROVIDES FOR ELlbl81LllY OF COUNTIES,
I\UNlCIPAllllfS FOR LOANS, GRANTS L ASHSTANCE FOR REOfV[LOPMtNT Of
COMMERCIAL AREASi GRANlS RULtMAKlNG AUTHORITY 10 VETERAN, tOHMUNlTY
AFFAIRS DEPl., etc. APPROPRlAlJUN: 110,000,000. EFFECTIVE DATE•
UPON BECOMING LAW.
01/U/82 HOU� F ILED
01/25/82 HOUSE TARGETED fOR SlATt FISCAL lMPACT; lARGETEO FOR LOCAL
flSCAL lMPACTi TARGETED FOR PRlYATE SECTOR IMPACT;
INTRODUCE D, REFERRED fO COHKUNl lY AFFAIRS,
APPROPRlATlONS --Hj 00121
0�/04/82 HOUSE ON COMHJTlEE AGENDA- COMltJNITY AffAlRS; 314 HOBi 1:30
PH; 02/06/82
02/09/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORl: FAVORA BLE BY COHHUNllY AFFAIRS -HJ 00119;
NOW IN APPROPRIAllONS
02/16/82 HOUSE S UBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT ,sue.
03/25/82

HOUSE

Ill

OlEO lN COHMllTEE ON APPROPRJAllONS

H 0812 LOCAL BILL BY HIEBER ANO OTHERS
PINELLAS CO./ BlNGO LlCENSU.G; ABOLISHES THE PINELLAS COUNTY blNGO
LICENSING ACT OF 1981. EFftCTlVE OAlc: 01/01/82.
01/19/82 HOU SE FILED
01/ZS/82 HOUSE lNTRODUC�u, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00121
03/08/112 HOUSt ON COMMlTTtE AGENDA-- COHHUNltY AFFAIRS; ll4 HOB; AFTER
SESSION; 03/08
03/12/82 HOUSE COMM. REPORl: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY tOMHU'llTW AffAIRS -HJ 00563
03/17/82 HOUSE READ SECOkO llME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTEDi READ TH IRD TIMEi
PASSED AS AMENDlO; YEAS 118 NAYS
1 -HJ 00692
03/18/82 SENA TE IN MESSAGES; RtCEIVED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
-SJ 00509; MllHORAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR! PLACED ON
LOCAL CALENDAR -SJ 00533; P ASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 39
NAYS
O -SJ 00�38
0�/2 2/BL HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/24/82 HOUSE CONCURRtD; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 102 NAYS
1
-HJ 00811; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
O't/09/82 HOU SE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRES ENltD TO �OVERNDR
BECAME LAM WITHOUT GOVERNOR•$ SIGNATURE
04/25/82
CHAPlER NO. 8l-3bl
H 0813 LOCAL BILL BY GRANT ,1DENlltAL H 06b8)
HILLS BOROUGH CO./T WELVE OAKSi CREATES SPECIAL OlSTRlCT FOR PURPOSE O f
CONTINUED DE-VELOPMENT, ADHlNlSlRATION, MAINTENANCE Of PROPERTIES FOR •
RECREAllONAL , RELATED ACTlVll lES FOR UNINCORPORATED AREA KltOWN AS
TWELVE OAKS S UBDIVISION; PIIOVIOES FOR REFERENDUM, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE&
CONllNGtNlo
01/19/82 HOUSE FILED
01/25/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, RtfERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00122
02/01/82 HOUSE WITHORAll'i FROM COMMUNITY AFFAIRS; WITHDRAWN FROM
FURTHER CONS., li>EN /SIM /COMPARE Bl�L PASStO, REFER 10
H B bb8 ICHo 82-3051 --HJ 00145
H 0814

LOCAL BILL BY MCPHERSON, T. AND OTHERS
CORAL SPRINGS /BROWARD co.; PROVIDES FOR OEAHHEllAllON OF SPECIFIED
PARCELS OF PROPERTY IN UNINCORPORATED BROWARD COUNTY, ANNEXATION BY
CITW OF CORAL SPRINGS OF SAME SAIO PARCEL. EFFECTIVE DATE: 04/09/¥2.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PA�E

COMMITTEE Olf TOURISM AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ROOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
April 5, 1982
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CS/HB1

SPOlfSOl!S1

Kutun, Steele, and Meek

RELATING T01
I.

Ent•rpriae Zone•

OTHER COMMITTEE llEFERENCES,
Finance and Tax
Appropriation•

SUMMARY,
A.

8.

Present Situation,
The 1980 Legialature enacted aeven piece• of legialation
deaigned to encourage and assist the revitalization of
"slwn elld blighted area■" with the uae of private aector
capital. The following incentives ere included in this
legialation, the econOlllic revitalization job• creation
incentive credit, the economic revitalization tax incentive
credit, the c-nity contribution■ tax credit, the COlll
■unity development aupport and aaai•tanca program, the local
option economic development tax abatell\ent program, and the
u■e of induatrial revenue bond• under t:he Florida Induatriel
Development Financing Act.

Probable Effect of Propoaed Chang•••

Th� amendment• to the 1980 legi•lation contained in thia
bill vould: 11 replace references to "alum or blighted area■•
with the term "enterprise zones,• 2) transfer locel deaigna
tion end atate approval of "enterpriae zone•• from chapter■
163 and 220 to a new chapter 1621 J) -ke technical change•
to correct error• -de when the original legislation waa
adopted, and 41 11&ke aubstantive changes in the program•
created in the 1980 legi•lation.
Specifically, thi• bill -kes the following change••

Section 1. Create• chapter 162. Section 162.001 provide■
a short title - the Florida Enterpri■e Zone Act of 1982.
Section 162.002 provide• legislative finding• that the
revitalization of certain area■ are necessary due to the
physical condition• exiating therein. Section 162.003
declare■ revitalization of enterprise zones to 6i'"a°"public
purpose. Section 162.004 provide• definition• of the tel"llls
•enterpri•e zone,•�tment,• ••ecr�tary,• and •qoverning
body.• The definition of an "enterprise zone• i• the •as the preaent definition• of "alum area• and "blighted
area.• Section 162.005 provide■ for designation of enter
priae zones by cI'tieior counties. Thia ia the same proce■•
currently required to deaignate a alum or blighted area.
Require• that a designating local governing body apply to
the Department of Veteran and Connunity Affair■ (DVCAI for
approval of designated areaa for the purposes of the tax
credits in ••· 220.181 and •· 220.182. Section 162.006
provide• that upon application by a local government the DVCA
•hall determine if the area deaignated i• appropriate for
the tax credit■ baaed on certain criteria. The process
and the criteria uaed are th� ••me as those currently uaed
to determine if a designated •lum or blighted area i•
appropriate Cof the tax credit■• Section 162.007 provides
a li■t of the atate ■nd local program■ avaITibrein enter
priae zones. Section 162.008 provide■ that if a federal
enterpri•e zone program I■ enacted DVCA will prepare
applications for all area■ de■ignated and approved under

this act.

Section 162.009 requires the Department• of

commerce, Labor and Employment Security, Revenue, and

veteran and COffllllunity Affairs to •••1st in the implementa
tion of the act to the extent that such assistance is con
aiatent with their current powers and duties. Section
162 011 contain• a grandfather clauae that provide• that
designated and approved "■lwn and blighted area•• be
deemed to be designated and approved "enterpriae zone■.•
Designated •slu■ and blighted area•" are dee111ed to be
de•ignated •enterpri■e zone•• which are applying for �l
section 162.012 repeal• the Florida Enterpriae ione Act
of 1982 on December 31, 1986 and provides for legi■lative
review of the act and the incentives and program■ listed
in •• 162.007. The ■unset date i• consiatent with the
■unset dates currently in ••· 220.181, 220.182 and 220.183.

section 2. Provides a •■tacking• provision for corporate
lncOll\e or franchise tax credits. Thi■ provi■ion requires
that credits which auat be used in the year in which they
are earned are fir■t applied to off■et tax liability and
that credit• with carryover provision• be applied after
the ahort term credits have been utilized. Changes
references to "alum or blighted areas" to •entarpriae zone■.•
Section J. Modifiea the definition.of "business• to also
define 'bu■ine■■ firm.• Change■ reference■ to "■lum or
blighted are••• to •enterpriae zone■.• Conaolidate8 the two
definition■ of "alua and blighted area•• into one definition.
Tranafer• the definition• for the coanunity contributions
tax credit to ■• 220.Dl, the definition■ aection of the
corporate inco- tax chapter. Modifie■ the definition of a
project for the comunity contribution■ tax credit to aean
either the conatruction or improvement of housing or other
facilities or the improvement of entrepreneurial and job
developmentopportunities. Presently a project muat
undertake both of theae ta■ks.
§ection 4� Permit■ an eaployer for the purposes of the
tconomic Revitalization Jobs Creation Credit to hire a
replacement new bu■ines■ employee foe the unused balance
of the 12 1110nth credit if the original new buaineea employee
bec01119s ineligible for the credit. Permits� business
located in an enterprise zone to hire a replacement new
business employee under certain circumstance•. Provides
a five year carry-forvard to the economic revitalization
job■ creation credit. Tran■fers approval of deaignated
area■ for the credit from ■• 220.181 to •• 162.006. Changes
reference■ to "alum and blighted area■• to •enterprise
sonea.•

section 5. Corrects the sunset provision of the economic
revitalization tax incentive credit to carry out the
legislature'• intent that the credit be available for ten
full year■ plu• any carry forward. No bu■ines■ vould be
allowed to begin claiming the credit after the sunset date
!December 31, 19861. Transfers approval of designated areas
for the credit fr0111 ■• 220.182 to ■• 162.006. Change•
references to •■1- and blighted areas• to "enterpriae zones.•

Section 6. Provide■ a five year carry forvard for the
community contribution tax credit. Change■ references to
reflect the movement of applicable definitions to the
definition■ section of chapter 220. Conform• the ■unset
proviaion of the credit with the carry forward. Changes
references to "alu■ and blighted areas" to "enterpriae zones.•
Sectioo
7. Change• reference• to "alWII or blighted areas• to
1enterpr1ae zone" in the Florida Industrial Development
Financing Act.
Section B. Change• refPrencea to "slum or blighted arP�g•
to "enterprise zone■• in the Florida Induatrial Development
Financing Act. llequires that an enterprise zone be approved
by the Department of Veteran and Cownunity Affairs before
industrial revenue bond■ are i■■ued for commercial projects
in the enterprise zone.

Section 9. Chan9ea reference• to ••1- or bli9hted area■•
to "enterprise zones• for the local option econ011ic develop
aent tax abateiaent eoablin9 le9i•lation. Correct■ the
improper place11ent of a para9raph notatlon ..de when the
enablln9 le9ialation waa adopted.

Section 10. Define■ a "aervice area• and a "tar9et area•
for the C-,iity Development Corporation Support and
Aaaiatance Progr••· •service area• ia deflned to be the
area in which a C01DUnity development corporation ICDC)
operates. "Tar9et area• ia defined aa the area in "'1lch a loan
tD a ax: ia tu be-used. U- - i-eplace confuain9 reference•
to�he terl'I• �ar9rt area•, •eervice •�e••• •are••• and •9eo9rapic area" which are uaed interchan9ably.
Section 11. Incorpotatea use of the definition of a •aervice
area.• chan9ea reference■ fr011, alu. and bli9hted area••
to •enterpriae aonea.•
Section
12. Incorporate■ the u•e of the definition• of
1tar9et area••
and •-.rvic• area.•

Section 13. I.rv:r.....,. tabe payback period on the -,tity
develop,oent defered 1-n pr09ru Ito c�unity developaent
or9anizationsl fr- five to flfteen yeara.
Section 14. Effective date, July 1, 1912. P.-ovidea that
amendments to the Florida Induatrial Financin9 Act contained
in this bill do aot apply to any bonda for which a resolution
ia iaaued prior to the effective date.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT,
A.

B.
C.

State Fiscal Iapact, The Departllent of Revenue report■
£hat the effect of this blll on atate revenue is .. r9lnal.
In addition, the Depart...nt report■ thia bill will improve
adnliniatration of the incentive■ Florida offer• for
revitalization of distre■•ed araaa.
Local Fhcal I5>act1 Thi■ bill imposH no additional
coat to local 9over1111ent.

Private Sector I!!J!!Ct1 This bill -uld serve to ..ke the
cost of lnveatiiient ln diatressed area• in Florida lower,
thu■. encouraqing auch inveatller.t.

III. COMMENTS:

This blll is very •1Jllilar to a combination of 11B 1201, HB 1202
and RS 1203 fr0111 the 1,11 ■easion. All three bille pa■aed the
Houae of Repre■entatives.

The following Florida cities and countie■ have deai9nated "■lu•
and bliqhted area■• which have been approved by the �part.ant
of Veteran and Coa■■unity Affair■ for the tax credit■ in ••· 220.111
and 220.182: Bradenton, Bravard County, Clearwater, Dade County,
Deerfield Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach, Hillsborough
Co•1nty, Hollywood, Jacltsonville, !Key West, Laite City, Lake Wale■,
Melbourne, Palatka, Pi.Della■ County, Pen■acola, Pompano Beach,
St. Peterabur9, and Tu,pa.
Seven atatea, including Florida, have enacted legialation closely
akin to the enterprise zone concept that is embodied in the
1980 legi■lation �hat waa pas■ed to encourage revitalization
of distressed area,. The states are, Connecticut, Florida,
Indiana, Loui■iana, Maryland, Ohio, and Oregon.
Analyab prepared by,
Staff Director,

Thomas It. Mcswain�

Cral9 A. Meyer

UI\T[: February 23, 1982
SEilATE STI\Ff ANALYSIS AND EC0!40MIC IMPACT STIITEMEiH
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BILL flo, AND SPONSOR:

SB 767 by Senator Vogt

I.�:
A.

Present Situaticn:
'lhe 1980 Iegislature created several cmp:,rate inCXl!e tax credit
incentives, a property tax exmpticn, an industrial revenue bond
provision, and a grant and loan program to encxrorage revitalization
of "slun or blighted areas." Below is a brief description of these
acts:
1.

F.conan:i.c Revitalization Jd:ls creation Incentive Credit (see
s. 220.181, F.S.)
Provides businesses a tax credit against the state corporate
incare tax in an annunt equal to 25 percent of the first year's
wages paid to eadl new enployee who is a resident of a state
awroved slun or blighted area.

2.

Eocnanic Revitalization Tax Ircentive credit (sees. 220.182, F.S.)

Provides businesses which locate or expand in state-approved
slun or blighted areas, and hire a ne.jority of their new
enployees fran ancng the residents of these areas, a 10-year tax
credit against the state corporate inccrce tax in an anount equal
to the ad valorem school taxes paid annually as a result of the
locaticn or e,q:iansion.
3,

camumity COOtribution Tax Credit (sees. 220,183, F.S.)
Grants a tax credit against the state corporate ina:rne tax in an
anount equal to 50 percent of the value of contributions (cash,
real property, g:,ods) to public redevelcpnent groq:,s for ccmnunity
revitalizaticn projects aw:roved by the state.

4.

caimunin

Devel�filt Cb�aticn (CDC) Sqp:>rt and Assistance
Program seess. 8 .601-. 9, F.S.)

A grant and loan program to assist CDCs in revitalizing declining
caimunities � restoring their cmnercial and industrial bases
and reversing the deterioration of their residential ooighbor
ooods and pt:blic infrastructure.
5.

Eocnanic DeveloµIE!llt J\d Valorern Tax and 196,l���, F.S.J

·on (seess. 196.012(13)

Authorizes rounty oomnissioners, after voter awroval, to grant
property tax e,atpl:icns for up to 10 years to businesses which
locate or e,cpand in locally designated slum or blighted areas.
6.

Industrial Developrent Financing (see ch, 159, part II, F.S.)
Authorizes issuance of industrial devel.cprent revenue bonds to
finance comercial projects in locally designated slum or
blighted areas.

M�rch 30, 1982 (Revised)
FebruaJ:y 25, 1982 �,sed)
Date February 23, 1982
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B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 767 by Senator Vogt

Effect of Proposed Olanges:
'1hl.s bill creates a new chapter called the "Florida Enterprise
Zone .Act." Under this act local govemnents are authorized to
designate "enterprise Za"leS," 'Which use the sane definition as "slun
or blighted areas" in s. 163.340(7) and (8)(a), F.S. 'lllese zones,
aioe awrovecI by the Departnent of Veteran and CamlUni t.y Affairs
(IJIICA), are eligible for several state incentives: nanely, the
three revitalizaticn corporate inccma tax credit prograns and the
COC assistance progran that are presently available in locally
designated and rM:A-aw:roved "slun or blighted areas." '1he process
and criteria med for DI/CA awroval are the sane as those currently
used to detennine if a locally designated "slum or blighted area"
is �riate for the tax credits. In the sane nanner, the
eoonanic develcprent ad valorem tax exertl)tion and the industrial
developnant revenue bond financing for c:amercial projects '1/bich
are currently autoorized in locally designated "slum or blighted
areas" are available for U9e in "enterprise zaies" as local
incentives. local tax increm:nt financing (ch. 163, part III,
F.S.) 't'CErf also be used in those zcnes.
All statutory references to "slun or blighted area," except for
tax increnent financing in en. 163, part III, F.S., are changed to
"enterprise 7.0tle."
In the event enterprise :zone legislation is enacted by the federal

governnent in the future, DVCA is authorized to prepare and sul:mit
all information and ferns necessary t.o penni.t enterprise zones
approved by DVCA pursuant t.o newly created s. 162.006, F,S., t.o be
coosidered as eligible zcnes u,.der the federal program.

'lhe Departments of Comrerce, Labor and Enploynent Security, !Eveme,
and Veteran and Ccmnunity Affairs are required to assist in the i.nple
nentatioo of this new chapter.
"Slun or blighted areas" already designated at the local level and
approved, or awaiting approval, by DI/CA are grandfathered U'lder
this bill,
'!his llE!\\'ly created chapter is repealed on �r 31, 19 86. '1he
apprq,riate s1.DStantive cxmni.ttees of the lbuse and Senate are
responsible for reviewing and evaluating this chapter along with the
state and local incentives listed in s. 162,007, F.S. ('!he revital
ization tax credit prograns are also scheduled for repeal in 1986.)
A .report of the rerormendatioos of the ocmn:ittees and a proposed
bill nust be sutmi.tted t.o the Speaker and President for distribution
to legislators prior to the 1986 Regular Session.
'1he bill also makes the foll.oong changes to the revitalization tax
credit prograllS and CDC assistance program:
1.

Provides a clarification as t.o the order in 'Which a series
of corporate ina:me tax credits are to be awlied;

2.

)bilfies the definition of a "project" for the cannunity contri
bution tax credit (s. 220.183, F,S.) t.o nean either the
ccnstru::tion of housing or other facilities or the i.nprovarent
of entrepreneurial and jcb opp:,rtutlties. Presently a project
must adli.eve lx>th g:>als;

Date

Mar c h 30, 1982 (Revis ed)
Februacy 25, 1982 (levised)
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II.
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Bill No: And Sponsor:

SB 767 by Senator Vogt

3.

Eliminates the requi.rerrent that an enployee be contintDUSly
enployed for at least 6 m:mths before that enployee's wages are
eligible for the jots creation tax credit (s. 220.181, F.S.).
Instead, if an enployee bea::rres ineligible (i.e., is no longer
enployed or noves out of the slun or blighted area) for the
credit before being enployed 12 llDllths, the enployer is allC'Med
to hire a replaoemant W10se wages shall be eligible for the
credit for the unused p:,rtion of the original 12 nonths:

4.

Provires a S-year carry foi:ward of unused tax credits for the
jd>s creation tax credit (s. 220.181, F.S.) and the oonmunity
contributioo tax credit (s. 220.183, F.S. );

s.

Clarifies that the repeal of the ooxporate inoooe tax credit
prograns in 1986 cbes not affect the use or carry forward of
credits eanEd before the repeal date:

6.

Clarifies the cx:nfusing references to a CllC's service and
target ai:eas in the CllC assistance program (ss. 288.601-.609,
F.S.): and

7.

Elctends the .repaynent period on ax: loans f:i:an 5 to 15 years.

EO:N:MIC IMPPCr AND FISCAL WI'E:

A.

P\blic:
.Acoording to the Depart:nent of Veteran and Ccml\\mity Affairs, a 5--year
carry foz:ward provision sh:>uld encourage relatively new businesses, whidl
might not have an incate tax liability in their first few years of
operation, to p:lrticipate in the jots creation tax credit in anticipation
of taxable profits later on. A carry forward provision might also
encourage businesses sudl as savings and loans, \olhich have so far been
the prinmy cc:ntributors to the c:annunity contributioo tax credit, to
participate nore extensively by providing themnore flexibility in the
timing of the use of their credits •
.Acoording to DVCA, loans made under the ax: assistance program have q;,re
alnnst exclusively to crx::s wishing to expand or financially assist
existing ventures because it is not financially feasible to trake sizable
short-term loans for the extablishnent of new bll3iness ventures.
A 15--year repayrrent period ""°uld increase the feasibility of sudl loans
by inproving the cash-flow position of these ventures during their
fonnative years.
MY oosts to state goverment are asstreed to be passed on ultinately to
its taxpayers.

B.

Goverrarent:
To the extent the
patioo in the tax
minable redu:::tion
$3 million annual
Cootributions Tax

5-year carry forward provisions encourage new partici
credit progran-s, the state will experience an indeter
in state corporate i.ncone tax revenres. ('lbere is a
limit on tax credits granted under the Conm.tnity
Credit.)

'lbe legislature will incur an indeterminable cxst related to the required
review of ch. 162, F.S., and the incentive prograns listed in s. 162.007,
F.S., before repeal in 1986.

/

March 30, 1982 (Pevised)
Februal:Y, 25, 1982 (�llE!dl
Date February 23. 1982
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SB 767 by Senator Vogt

III. CCMENl'S:
No infornaticn is yet available on the extent of use of the jobs creation
tax credit. .As of Novenber 30, 1981, 40 ccntributions totaling $117,017
had been made to 6 of 32 projects approved by DI/CA under the O:.rrmJnity
Cl:lntribution Tax Credit program. 'Ibis acoounts for tax ci:edits totaling
$58,508.
'Ihi.sfar, $2.7 million in administrative grants and $695,000 in loans have
been nade under the COC assistance program. At this tine seven IIDre loan
applicatiCXlS requesting $3.57 millicn have been determined to be econanically
feasible and are rt:M being catpeti.tively ranked.
A CCJlt)clllion bill, CS/HB 387, was passed by the Iegislature and ordered
enrolled by the lbuse on March 11, 1982.
Senate Bill 592, which c:ontains the 5-year cany forward provisi.ais, a
similar deleticn of the 6-nonth €11PlC7fI!eilt mquirerrent for the joos creation
tax credit, and the 15-year repaynE11t pericx:l for COC loans, was reported
favorably by the Senate EX:'CA Comnittee on Februru:y 9, 1982.
Many provisions in this bill W::!re ccntained in HB 1201, HB 1202, and HB 1203,
all of wch W::!re reported favorably by the Senate OCCA Cbmd.ttee in 1981.

'lhe term "Sunset review" is used to describe the legislative review and
evaluaticn required before ch. 162, F.s., is repealed in 1986. Since the
review is not actually nade pursuant to the prooedures and criteria used in
the "Regulatory Sunset llct" (s. 11.61, F.s.), this reference to "SUnset
review" should prcbably be dlanged to "Iegislative review" to avoid
CX>nfusion.

N • .AMENIHNI'S:
U by FX:O\: Changes the tenn "SUnset review" to "legislative review."
#2 by ro:A: �letes the requirenent that a pn:p:,sed bill be slXJ!li.tted to the
H:>use Speaker and Senate President by the legislative ccmnittees folloong
their review of chapter 162, F.S., prior to its n:peal in 1986.

(REVISED March 3, 1982)
February 26, 1982
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Q;/SB's 767 & 592 by
Finance, Taxation and Claims,
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�:
A.

Present Situatiai.:
'Ihe 1980 legislature created several corporate incnre tax credit
incentives, a property tax exetptia,, an industrial revenue lx:nd
provision, and a grant and loan program to encxru:rage revi -:alization
of "slun or blighted axeas." Below is a brief descripti::m. of these
acts:
1.

Eca'lcmi.c Pevi.talization Jobs Creation Incentive Credit (see
s. 220,181, F.S.)
Provides businesses a tax credit against the state crrporate
incc:me tax in an anount equal to 25 percent of
first year's
wages paid to each new enployee who is a resident of a state
approved slun or blighted area.

the

2.

Ecxn:mic Revitalization Tax Incentive Credit (see s. 220.182, F.S.
Provides businesses which locate or expand in state-approved
slun or blighted areas, and hire a najority of their ':'.eW
entJloyees from anong the residents of these areas, a 10-year tax
credit against the state corporate ina:JTe tax in an arrount equal
to the ad valorem school taxes paid annually as a result of the
loc::aticn or expansion.

J.

cannunity Cootribution Tax Credit (see s. 220,183, F.s.)
Grants a tax credit against the state corporate income tax in an
anomt equal to 50 percent of the value of contributions (cash,
real property, <p:)ds) to public redeveloi;rtent groq,s for cxmm.nity
revitali zation projects a� by the state.

4.

cannuni Devel
t Cb�tia, (OX:) Support and Assistance
ProgramSzsee ss.:':J
8 .601-.
0 , F.S.)
A grant and loan program to assist CIX:s in revitalizing declining
cannunities by restoring their camerclal and indust=ial bases
and reversing the deterioration of their residential neighborhoods and public infrastructure.

S.

F.ccnani.c Devel.oatent .Ad Valorem Tax
and 196,1995, F.S.J

on (see ss. 196.012(13)

Authorizes rounty comnissioners, after -roter awrova-1, to grant
property tax exerrptia,s for up to 10 years to bu;inesses which
locate or expand in locally designated sl1.111 m: blighted areas.

6.

Indmtrial Developrent Financing (see ch. 159, part II, F.S.)
Authorizes issuance of industrial developrrent revenue bonds to
finance comrercial projects in loc::ally designated slun or
blighted areas.
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Effect of Proposed Clumges:
'lhis bill creates a new chapter called the "Florida Enterprise
Zcne kt." Under this act local governnents are authorized to
designate "enterprise zones," W'lic:h use the sarre definitionas "slun
or blighted areas" in s. 163.340 (7) and (8) (a), F.S." 'lhese zones,
ooce ai:proved by the Oepart:nent of Veteran and camiunity Affairs
(DI/CA), are eligible for several state incentives: nanely, the
three rev.italizaticn cotp0rate .incate tax credit program; and the
COC assistance program that are presently available in locally
designated and DVO\-approved "slun or blighted areas." 'lhe process
and crlteria used for Ol,,:A ai;:proval. are the sane as those currently
used to determine if a locally designated "slum or blighted area"
is appLq;n:iate for the tax o:edits. Inthe same llBIU'!er, the
econani.c developnent ad valorem tax exerq,ticn and the industrial
developrent revenue batd financing for camercial projects which
are currently authorized in locally designated "sltmt or blighted
areas" are available for use in "enterprise zaies" as local
incentives. Local tax increnent financi.nq (ch. 163, part III,
F. S. ) llBY also be used in those zc.nes.
All statut:0%Y t:efei:ences to "slun or blighted are.c.," except for
tax .inCLenent financing in ch. 163, part III, F.s., are changed to
"enterprise zone."
In the e,.i,ent enteLprise zone legislation is enacted by the federal
�t in the future, DVCA is authorized to prepare and sul:::mi t
all infoniation and fOLtTS necessaey to permit enterprise zones
approved by DI/CA pursuant to newly created s, 162.006, F.S., to be
considered as eligible ZateS mder the federal program.
'lhe Departnents of Camerce, Labor and ntploynent Security, Pevenue,
and Veteran and o:mnunity Affairs are required to assist in the int_:,le
mentaticn of this new chapter.
"Slun or blighted areas" already designated at the local level and
approved, or awaiting approval, 1:7/ DI/CA are grandfathered under
this bill.
'Ibis newly o:eated chapter is repealed Cl'\ Oeoenber 31, 1986. 'lhe
appropriate s\bstantive ccmnittees of the House and Senate are
responsible for reviewing and evaluating this chapter along with the
state and local incentives listed ins. 162.007; F.S. ('lhe revital
ization tax o:edi t progxans are also scheduled for repeal in 1986.)
A report of the :recameroatia\S of the c:armittaes must be sul:mitted
to the Speaker and President for distriootion to legislators
prior to the 1986 Regular Session.
'lhe bill also makes the follcwing changes to the LevitalizatiCl'l tax
credit �ogLatts and COC assistance program:

1.

Provides a clarificaticn as to the order in which a series
of corporate incorre tax credits are to be applied;

2.

M:xlifies the definition of a "project" for the CO'lltlllnity contri
bution tax credit (s. 220,183, F,S.) to rrean either the
constru::tion of housing or other facilities or the inprovenent
of entrepreneurial and jc:b opp::,rtmities. Presently a project
must achieve bot-.h goals;
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3. El.ilt\i.nates the requirenent that an employee be continoously
enploye:i for at least 6 non'::.hs before that employee's wages are
eligible for the jobs creat.:.on tax credit (s. 220.181, F.S.).
Instecrl, if an employee beaJ11t?s ineligible (i.e., is no longer
employed or noves out of the slun or blighted area) for the
credit before being employa:1 12 nonths, the employer is allCMed
to hire a replacen:mt wmse wages shall be eligible for the
credit for the unused portion of the original 12 nonths;
4. Provides that if, after the 12-nonth credit has been used, a
position is vacated arrl the fo::rrer employee does not qualify
for unemployment cx:mpensation, a business finn which is located
-in an enterprise zone may hire arothar eligible employee and
receive up to an additional 12 m:mths credit. The total credit,
ln-rever, cannot be for a canbinoo period in excess of 24 nonths.

s.

Provides a 5-year carry forward of unused tax credits for the
jobs creation tax credit (s. 220.181, F.S.) arrl the o:mnunity
oontribution tax credit (s. 220.183, F.S.);

6. Clarifies that the repeal of the oorporate inccme tax credit
programs in 1986 does rot affect the use or carry fotwa.rd of
credits earned before the repeal date;
7. Clarifies the confusing references to a CDC's service and
target areas in the CDC assistance program (ss. 288.601-.609,
F.S.); and
8. Extends the repaynent period on CDC loans fran 5 to 15 years.
II. EXX>IDMIC IMP/!Cr NID FISCAL JIUI'E:
A. Public:
Jlcooiding to the Department of Veteran am CcmnUnity Affairs, a 5-year
carry forward provision srould en::ourage relatively nS\' businesses, which
might not have an inccme tax liability in their first fl!M years of
operation, to participate in the jobs creation tax credit in art.icip:1tion
of taxable profits later on. A carry fozward provision might also
enoourage blsinesses sirh as savings and loans, which have so far been
the primary contributors to the conmunity contribution tax credit, to
particip:1te trore extensively by providing tmn nnre flexibility in the
timing of the use of their credits.
lccoiding to IJIICA, loans made uooer the me assistance program have gone
alnost exclusively to O:C's wishing to expand or fiJ'lancially assist
existing ventures because it is rot financially feasible to make sizable
srort-term loans for the establishment of new business ventures.
A 15-year repayment period would increase the feasibility of st.rh loans
by improving the cash-flow position of these ventures during their
fonnative years.
kly costs to state goverment are assuned to be passed on ultimately to
its taxpayers.
B. Cbven'urent:
To the extent the S-year carry forward provisions encourage new participa
tion in the tax credit prograns, the state will experience an in::letenninabl
redu::tion in state corporate i.ncane tax revenues. n'here is a $3 million
annual limit on tax credits granted urrler the Corrrnunity Contributions Tax
Credit.)
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The Legislature will incur an irneterminable cost related to the required
reviEW of ch. 162, F.S., arrl the incentive p:rograrm listed in s. 162.007,
F.S., before repea_ in 1986.
III.

ClM-1fNl'S:
It> information is yet available on the extent of use of the jobs creation
tax credit. As of Nov'31lber 30, 1981, 40 oontributions totaling $117,017
had been made to 6 of 32 projects ai;:yroved by DVCA under the Conmunity
Contribution Tax Credi.t program. This accounts for tax credits totaling
$58,508.
Thus far, $2. 1 millio:1 in adninistrative grants arrl $695,000 in loans have
been made un::ler the ex: assistance program. At this tine seven rrDre loan
applications r�sti:1g $3,57 million have been determined to be econcrni.cally
feasible arrl are now oeing CX>llp:!titively ranked.
This act w::,uld take effect on July 1, 1982.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 767 & 592
The cx:mnittee sul:stitute oontains a nunber of technical changes to oonform
it to its lbuse canpanion, HB 387. 'l'he one sul:stantive change concerns
the jobs creation tax credit contained in s. 220.181, Florida Statutes.
If, after the 12-rronth credit has been used, a J;X)sition is vacated arrl
the fonner employee does not qualify for unemployment oompensation, a
business finnwhich is located in an enterprise zone may hire another
eligible anployee and receive up to an additional 12 nonths credit. The
total credit, hJwever, cannot be for a combined .period in excess of 24
rronths.
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cense fees when a license is issued for less than 1 year; amend
ing s. 400.111(1), Flonaa Statutes, authorizing the regulating
agency to issue nursing home licenses for periods of less than
1 year; modifying time frames for submitting an application
for a nursing home license under certain circumstances; pro
viding a limit on the aggregate amount which a licensee may
be fined for late renewal; exempting certain licensees from late
fees; amending s. 400.162(5), Florida Statutes, requiring nurs
ing homes holding residents' personal funds to file surety bonds
with the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services;
amending s. 400.427(2), Florida Statutes, modifying bonding
requirements for adult congregate living facilities; providing
that currently bonded nursing home and ACLF licensees need
not transfer bonds; amending s. 400.402(8), (11), Florida Stat
utes, redefining the term "personal services"; redefining the
term "supervision of self-administered medication"; amend
ing s. 400.411, Florida Statutes; requiring notification of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services in certain
circumstances; requiring specific information included in a
license application for an adult congregate living facility;
amending s. 400.418(1)(c), Florida Statutes; providing for the
use of trust fund moneys; amending s. 400.417(1), Florida Stat
utes, providing that certain applicants for renewal licenses to
operate adult congregate living facilities shall not be required
to provide proof of financial ability; providing exceptions;
amending s. 400.484, Florida Statutes, prohibiting random sam
ple auditing; providing exceptions; providing for review and
repeal in accordance with the Regulatory Sunset Act; providing
an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Health & Rehabilitative Services.
Report of the Committee on Rules & Calendar
The Honorable Ralph H. Haben, Jr.
Speaker, House of Representatives

Marek 5, 198t

Sir:

In accordance with the vote of the House, the following
report is submitted as the Special and Continuing Order Calen
dar beginning Monday, March 8, 1982:
I.

Consideration of HB 585-Banking

II.

Consideration of the unfinished portion of Friday's
Special and Continuing Order Calendar

III.

Consideration of the following bills or their companion
measures:
CS/HB 511-Child Support Enforcement
HB 624-Marriage Licenses
HB 588-Bedding Inspection Law
HB 787-Hospices
HB 1090-Long-term Care Facilities
HB 951-Medical Assistance
HB 285-Miami/World Travel Congress
CS/HB 258-Ad Valorem Tax Exemptions
HB 546-Health & Rehabilitative Services
HB 580-Public Officers & Employees
HB 1118-Florida Statutes
HB 867-Safe Drinking Water Act
HB 1118-Property Assessment Administration
HB 476-Miscellaneous Commissions
CS/HB 209-Adult-Congregate Living Facilities
CS/HB 387-Community & Economic Revitalization
HB 819-Student Financial Aid Trust Fund
HB 529-Florida National Guard
CS7HB 867-Traffic Accidents
CS/CS/HB 54-School System Personnel
CS/HB 273-Law Enforcement Officers
CS/HB 681-Dentistry
HB 1077-Communications Systems & Services
CS/HB 189-Jurors
HB 1025-Indian Affairs
HB 1188-Mentally Ill Inmates in State Correctional
System
HB 1141-Mentally Retarded Defendants and Inmates
Respectfully submitted,

Samuel P. Bell, Ill, Chairman

On motions by Rep. Bell, the rules were waived and HB 580
was added to the Special Order Calendar immediately after
SB 279; and CS/HB 887 was transferred to the beginning

-427

of the Special Order Calendar from its location on page 4.
On further motion by Rep. Bell, the above report, as amended,
was adopted.
Consideration of
Reading

Bills

and Joint Resolutions

on Third

Consideration of HB 114 was temporarily deferred.

Consideration

of the Special

and

Continuing

Order

By the Committee on Finance & Taxation and Representatives
Kutun, Steele, and MeekCS/HB 387-A bill to be entitled An act relating to com
munity and economic revitalization; creating chapter 162, Florida
Statutes; creating the Florida Enterprise Zone Act of 1982;
providing legislative findings; providing policy and purpose;
providing definitions; providing for designation of enterprise
zones by loeal governing bodies; providing for application and
approval of enterprise zones by the Department of Veteran and
Community Affairs; providing a listing of state and local
programs and incentives available in enterprise zones; providing
duties of department with respect to federal enterprise zone
programs; providing for the assistance of specified departments
in implementation of the chapter and programs; providing status
of designated slum or blighted areas under the chapter; pro
viding for review and repeal; amending s. 220.02(7) and (8)(a),
Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (9) thereto; amending
s. 220.08(1) (c), (i), (m), (n), (p) and (s), Florida Statutes, and
adding paragraphs (w), (x), (y), (z) and (aa) thereto; amend
ing s. 220.181(1) (a) and (b), (2), (3), (6), and (7), Florida
Statutes, and adding paragraph (1)(d) thereto; amendinir s.
220.182(1)(b), (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13), Florida Statutes;
renumbering and amending s. 220.188(1)(c), (2), (6)(a), (b)
and (d) and (8), Florida Statutes, and adding paragraph
(8)(e) thereto and repealing subsection (3) thereof; amending
ss. 159.26, 159.27(5) and (19), and 196.012(14), Florida Statutes;
adding subsections (6) and (7) to s. 288.604, Florida Statutes;
amending s. 288.606(1)(a), (b) and (d) and (3), Florida Stat
utes. and adding paragraph (2)(e); amending ss. 288.607(2)(a)
and (5)(a), and 288.608(1)(b), (5)(a), and (6), Florida Stat
utes; providing that the economic revitalization jobs creation
incentive credit, the economic revitalization tax incentive credit
the community contribution tax credit, the Florida Industria f
Development Financing Act, and the economic development ad
valorem tax exemption shall apply with respect to enterprise
zones rather than slum or blighted areas; revising requirements
with respect to employees of businesses to which the economic
revitalization tax incentive credit applies and revising the de
finition of "new business"; specifying the effect of the expiration
of provisions granting said credit; revising requirements with
respect to employees and providing for replacement employees
under the economic revitalization jobs creation incentive credit;
authorizing carryover of unused economic revitalization jobs
creation incentive credit; authorizing use of unused carry for
ward credits after expiration of economic revitalization jobs
creation credit; authorizing such carryover for the community
contribution tax credit; authorizing use of unused carry forward
credits after expiration of the community contributions tax
credit; transferring certain definitions relating to such credit
and providing expiration dates; revising the definition of "pro
ject" for purposes of such credit; defining "service area" and
"target area" under the Community Development Corporation
Support and Assistance Program and providing application with
respect to membership, proposed requirements and evaluation,
and authorized loan uses; providing that a target area may be
an enterprise zone; providing that loans under said program be
repaid within 15 years; providing for order of application of
credits against the corporate income or franchise tax; providing
an effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Rep. Kutun,
the rules were waived and the bill was read the second time by
title.
Representatives Kutun, Steele, Meek, and Moore offered the
following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 3, line 22, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert: Section 1. Chapter 162, Flor
ida Statutes, consisting of sections 162.001, 162.002, 162.003,
162.004, 162.005, 162.006, 162.007, 162.008, 162.009, 162.011, and
162.012, Florida Statutes, is created -to read:

k
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159.27 Definitions.-The following words and terms, unless
the context clearly indicates a different meaning, shall have
the following meanings:
(e) If the credit granted pursuant to this section is not
(5) "Project" means any capital project comprising an
fully used in any one year, the unused amount may be carried industrial or manufacturing plant, a research and development
forward for a period 110t to exceed 5 years. The carryover credit park, an agricultural processing or storage facility, a ware
may be used in a subsequent year when the tax imposed by this housing or distribution facility, a headquarters facility, a
chapter for such year exceeds the credit for such year under tourism facility, a convention or trade show facility, an urban
this section after applying the other credits and unused credit parking facility, a trade center, a health care facility, an air
carryovers in the order provided in s. 220.02(9).
port or port facility, a commercial project in an enterprise zone
e- � � &Ma 6i' WtgMe& -• a pollution-control
(4)-fi+ ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.facility, or a hazardous or solid waste facility, including one
or more buildings and other structures, whether or not on
(a) All community contributions by a business firm shall the
same site or sites; any rehabilitation, improvement, reno
be in the form specified ins. 220.0S(l)(w) J!&HgP&fJft (�.
vation, or enlargement of, or any addition to, any buildings
(b) All community contributions must be reserved exclu or structures for use as a factory, a mill, a processing plant,
sively for use in projects as defined in s. 220.03(1)(z) an assembly plant, a fabricating plant, an industrial distribu
tion center, a repair, overhaul, or service facility, a test facility,
J!IH'eg<P&J!ft +8tfet.
an agricultural processing or storage facility, a warehousing
(d) Except as provided below, the project shall be located or distribution facility, a headquarters facility, a tourism
in one of the following areas, subject to approval of the facility, a convention or trade show facility, an urban parking
secretary:
facility, a trade center, a health care facility, an airport or
port facility, a commercial project in an enterprise zone a
1. An area designated as blighted under s. 163.355.
!leeig&atea el-lHft - 6i' WtgMee �. a pollution-control
facility, or a hazardous or solid waste facility, and other
2. A neighborhood strategy area.
facilities, including research and development facilities, for
manufacturing,
processing, assembling, repairing, overhauling,
S. A neighborhood housing services area.
servicing, testing, or handling of any products or commodities
embraced in any industrial or manufacturing plant, in con
4. An historic preservation district.
nection with the purposes of a research and development park,
or other facilities for or used in connection with an agricul
5. Such other area as the secretary may from time to time tural
processing or storage facility, a warehousing or distri
designate by rule.
bution facility, a headquarters facility, a tourism facility, a
or trade show facility, an urban parking facility,
6. Any area. deaigna.ted aa a.n enterprise zone pursuant to convention
a trade center, a health care facility, an airport or port facility,
8. 162.005.
or a commercial project in an enterprise zone & !lei;ig&atea
&M& 6i' Wtg,Mee &Pe& or for controlling air or water
Any project designed to construct or rehabilitate low-income �
or for the disposal, processing, conversion, or recla
housing is exempt from the area requirement of this para pollution
mation of hazardous or solid waste; and including also the
graph.
sites thereof and other rights in land therefor whether im
proved or unimproved, machinery, equipment, site preparation
(7),fi+ EXPIRATION.-The provisions of this section, ex and landscaping, and all appurtenances and facilities inci
cept paragraph (S)(e), shall expire and be void on June 30, dental thereto, such as warehouses, utilities, access roads,
1986.
railroad sidings, truck docking and similar facilities, parking
facilities, office or storage or training facilities, public lodging
Section 7. Section 159.26, Florida Statutes, is amended to and
restaurant facilities, dockage, wharfage, solar energy
read:
facilities, and other improvements necessary or convenient
for any manufacturing or industrial plant, research and de
159.26 Legislative findings and purposes.-The Legislature velopment
park, agricultural processing or storage facility,
finds and declares that the agriculture, tourism, urban devel warehousing or distribution facility, tourism facility, conven
opment, and health care industries, among others, are vital to tion or trade show facility, urban parking facility, trade center,
the economy of the state and the welfare of the people and health care facility, airport or port facility, commercial project
need to be enhanced and expanded to improve the competitive in an enterprise zone e deaig&a=lied � - 6i' Wtgh=l;ee &¥ea,
position of the state; that there is a need to enhance other pollution-control facility, or hazardous or solid waste facility,
economic activity in the state by attracting manufacturing and any one or more combinations of the foregoing.
development, business enterprise management, and other activi
ties conducive to economic promotion in order to provide a
(19) "Commercial project in an enterprise zone" e, !leei!!'Bated
stronger, more balanced, and stable economy in the state, while tH-liM Mee � � &!'ee.!! means buildings, building additions
providing through pollution control and otherwise for the health or renovations, or other structures to be newly constructed
and safety of the people; that in order to improve the pros and suitable for use by a commercial enterprise, and includes
perity and welfare of the state and its inhabitants, to improve the site on which such building or structures are located, located
living conditions and health care, to promote the rehabilitation in an area designated as an enterprise zone e, � -0!' �
of enterprise zones 6flH'ft aH&S eP � ftff&S, to promote &Pea pursuant to s. 162.005 and approved by the secretary of
effective and efficient pollution control throughout the state, to Department of Veteran and Community Affairs pursuant to
promote the advancement oi education and science, research in s. 162.00� �- For the purposes of this section, the term
and the economic development of the state, and to increase pur "enterprise zone"� �m, a-_,!! &a& �tee� shall
chasing power and opportunities for gainful employment, it is have the same meaning meaRisg,s as in s. 162.004(1) Hi:l,319(':'t
necessary and in the public interest to facilitate the financing of &!.a�.
projects provided for in this part and to facilitate and encourage
Section 9. Subsection (14) of section 196.012, Florida Stat
the planning and development of these projects without regard
to the boundaries between counties, municipalities, special dis utes, is amended to read:
tricts, and other local governmental bodies or agencies in
196.012 Definitions.-For the purpose of this chapter, the
order to more effectively and efficiently serve the interests following terms are defined as follows, except where the context
of the greatest number of people in the widest area practi clearly indicates otherwise:
cable; and that the purposes to be achieved by such projects
and the financing of them in compliance with the criteria
(14).fe,+ "New business" means:
and requirements of this part are predominantly the public
purposes stated in this section and that such purposes imple
(a)l. A business establishing 10 or more jobs to employ
ment the governmental purposes under the State Constitution of 10 or more full-time employees in this state, which manufac
providing for the health, safety, and welfare of the people, in tures, processes, compounds, fabricates, or produces for sale
cluding implementing the purpose of s. lO(c) of Art. VII of items of tangible personal property at a fixed location and
the State Constitution.
which comprises an industrial or manufacturing plant;
(9),f,4+ AUTHORIZATION TO GRANT COMMUNITY CON
TRIBUTION TAX CREDITS; LIMITATIONS ON INDI
VIDUAL CREDITS AND PROGRAM SPENDING.-

Section 8. Subsections (5) and (19) of section 159.27, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:

2. A business establishing 25 or more jobs to employ 25 or
or more full-time employees in this state, the sales factor of
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the amount of such delinquency plus a penalty equal to SO percent of
the amount thereof, and interest on the total at 1 percent per month
and the cost of executing the warrant, and to return such warrant to
the division and to pay it the money collected by virtue thereof
ne eheriff ehallT
within 60 daye after receipt of ■uch warrant.
wi'1\in 5 4aye after reeeipt ef the warrantT file with the elerk ef
the eire¥il ee¥rt ef hie ee¥nty a eepy thereefT an4 tnere¥pen e¥eh
elerk shall enter in the ;¥«fJ111ent eeeket the na•e ef the pereen
fflefttienee in the warrant7 the affle¥nt ef the taM ans penalties fer
whieh the warrant wae iee¥e47 ane the eate that e¥eh eepy ie files�
Sue elerk ehall he allewee the same feee ae are allewee hy law fer
eiMilar eervieee reneeree in ;¥e9Ment exee¥tien preeeeein9s�

(2) There¥pen The amount of the &¥eh warrant ee docketed pursuant
to s ubsection (1) shall become a lien upon the title to or the
interest in real or personal property of the person against whom t:M
warrant is issued. The sheriff to whom any such warrant shall be
directed shall proceed upon the same in all respects and with like
effect and in the same manner as prescribed by law in respect to
executi9J1s issued against goods and chattels upon judgments by a
court of record, and shall be entitled to the same fees for his
services in executing the warrant to be collected in the same manner.
Section 10.

Section 11.

Section

56.11, Florida Statutes, is hereby repealed.

This act shall take effect July l, 1982.

Approved by the Governor April 5, 1982.

Filed in Office Secretary of State April 6, 1982.
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Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 387

An

act relating to community and economic revitalization;
creating chapter 162, Florida Statutes; creating the
Act of 1982; providing
Zone
Enterprise
Florida
legislative findings; providing policy and purpose;
providing definitions; providing for designation of
enterprise zones by local governing bodies; providing
for application and approval of enterprise zones by the
Department of Veteran and Community Affairs; providing
a listing of state and local programs and incentives
available in enterprise zones; providing duties of
department with respect to federal enterprise zone
programs; providing for the assistance of specified
in implementation of the chapter and
departments
or
programs; providing status of designated alum
blighted areas under the chapter; providing for review
and repeal; amending s. 220.02(7) and (8)(a), Florida
Statutes, and adding subsection (9) thereto; amending
a. 220.03(1)(c), (i), (m), (n), (p) and (s), Florida
Statutes, and adding paragraphs (W), (x), (y), (z) and
(aa) thereto; amending a. 220.18l(l)(a) and {b), (2),
(3),
(6), and (7), Florida Statutes, and adding
paragraph (l)(d) thereto; amending a. 220.182(l)(b),
(9), (10), (11), (12) and (13), Florida Statutes;
renumbering and amending s. 220.183(l)(c), (2), (5)(a),
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(b) and (d) and (8), Florida Statutes, and adding
paragraph (3)(e) thereto and repealing subsection (3)
thereof; amending ss. 159.26, 159.27(5) and (19), and
196.012(14), Florida Statutes; adding subsections (6)
and (7) to s. 288.604, Florida Statutes; amending s.
288.606(l)(a), (b) and (d) and (3), Florida Statutes,
and adding paragraph (2)(e); amending es. 288.607(2)(a)
and (S)(a), and 288.608(l)(b), (S)(a), and (6), Florida
Statutes; providing that the economic revitalization
jobs
creation
incentive
credit,
the
economic
revitalization tax incentive credit, the community
contribution tax credit,
the
Florida
Industrial
Development Financing Act, and the economic development
ad valorem tax exemption shall apply with respect to
enterprise zones rather than slum or blighted areas;
revising requirements with respect to employees of
businesses to which the economic revitalization tax
incentive credit applies and revising the definition of
"new business"; specifying the effect of the expiration
of
provisions
granting
said �redit;
revising
requirements with respect to employees and providing
for
replacement
employees
under
the
economic
revitalization
jobs
creation
incentive
credit;
authorizing carryover of unused economic revitalization
jobs creation incentive credit; authorizing use of
unused carry forward credits after expiration of
economic
revitalization
jobs
creation
credit;
authorizing
such
carryover
for
the
community
contribution tax credit; authorizing use of unused
carry forward credits after expiration of the community
contributions
tax
credit;
transferring
certain
definitions relating to such credit and providing
expiration dates; revising the definition of "project"
for purposes of such credit; defining "service area"
and "target area" under the Community Development
Corporation Support
and
Assistance
Program
and
providing
application with respect to membership,
proposed requirements and evaluation, and authorized
loan uses; providing that a target area may be an
enterprise zone; providing that loans under
said
program be repaid within 15 years; providing for order
of application of credits against the corporate income
or franchise tax; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Chapter 162, Florida Statutes, consisting of sections
162.001, 162.002, 162.003, 162.004, 162.005, 162.006,
162.007,
162.008, 162.009, 162.011, and 162.012, Florida Statutes, is created
to read:
162.001 Short title.--This
Enterprise Zone Act of 1982.
162.002

chapter

may be cited as the Florida

Legislative findings.�-It is hereby found and declared:

(l) There exist within Florida's urban communities areas that
chronically display extreme and unacceptable levels of unemployment,
physical deterioration and economic disinvestment.
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include a statement as set forth in this section which shall be filed
under oath with the tax return on which the credit is claimed.
The
statement shall set forth the name and place of residence of each
employee on the last day of business of the tax year for which the
credit is claimed or, if the employee is no longer employed£!:
eligible for the credit on that date, the last calendar day of the
last full calendar month the employee is employed or eligible for the
credit at the relevant site.
When filing
for
an
economic
revitalization tax incentive credit as a new or rebuilt business, it
shall be a condition precedent to the granting of the credit that a
majority of all employees be residents of an enterprise zone a Bl'lllll
area er �li§htee area.
(12) When filing for an economic revitalization tax incentive
credit a business shall include a copy of the resolution required in
s. 162.005 ¼63�355 designating the area in which the business is
located as an enterprise zone a s¼Hffl area er �li§htea area.

(13) .The provisions of this section; eHeept para§raph fitf8t
previai}'§ fer the earryever ef HftHSee ereei� afflettfttB; Shall expire
and be void on December 31, 1986 1 and no business shall be allowed to
begin claiming said credit after said date; however, the repeal of
this section shall not affect the operation of any credit for which a
business has qualified under this section prior to December 31, 1986,
or to any carryforward of unused credit amounts as provided in
subsection (l)(b).
Section 6. Section
4
of chapter 80-249, Laws of Florida,
appearing as subsection (3) of section 220.183, Florida Statutes, as
amended by chapter 81-167, Laws of Florida, is hereby repealed,
paragraph (c) of subsection (1) and subsection (2) of said section
are amended, subsection (4) is renumbered and paragraph (e) is added
thereto, subsection (5) is renumbered and paragraphs (a), (b) and (d)
thereof are amended, and subsection (8) is renumbered and amended, to
read:
220.183
(1)

Community contribution tax credit.--

LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS.--The Legislature finds that:

(c) In order to ultimately restore social and economic viability
to enterprise zones aeeliftift• er Bli§h�ee areas, it is necessary to
renovate or construct new housing, water and sewer infrastructure,
and transportation facilities and to specifically provide mechanisms
to attract and encourage private economic activity.
(2) POLICY AND PURPOSE.--It is the policy of this state to
encourage the participation of private corporations in revitalization
projects undertaken by public redevelopment organizations.
The
purpose of this section is to provide an incentive for such
participation by granting partial state income tax credits to
corporations that contribute resources to public
redevelopment
organizations for the revitalization of enterprise zones aepreseee
ane �li§htea areas for the benefit of low-income and moderate-income
persons.
The Legislature thus declares this a public purpose for
which public money may be borrowed, expended, loaned, and granted.
ffit4t AUTHORIZATION TO GRANT COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION TAX CREDITS;
LIMITATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL CREDITS AND PROGRAM SPENDING.-312
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(e) If the credit granted pursuant to this section is not fully
used in any one year, the unused amount may be carried forward for a
period not to exceed 5 years. The carryover credit may be used in a
subsequent year when the tax imposed by this chapter for such year
exceeds the credit for such year under this section after applying
the other credits and unused credit carryovers in the order provided
in s. 220. 02(9).
ffif5t

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.--

(a) All community contributions by a business firm shall be in
the form specified in s. 220.03(l)(w) para§raph t3tfBt.

(b) All community contributions must be reserved exclusively for
use in projects as defined in s. 220.03(l)(z) para§raph t3ttet.

(d) Except as provided below, the project shall be located in one
of the following areas, subject to approval of the secretary:
1.

An area designated as blighted under s. 163.355.

2.

A neighborhood strategy area.

3.

A neighborhood housing services area.

4.

An historic preservation district.

5. Such other
designate by rule.
6. Anv
162.005.

area

area

as

designated

the
as

secretary
an

may

enterprise

from

time to time

zone pursuant to s.

Any project designed to construct or rehabilitate low-income housing
is exempt from the area requirement of this paragraph.
provisions
of this section,
illt8t EXPIRATION.--The
paragraph (3)(e), shall expire and be void on June 30, 1986.
Section 7.

Section

except

159.26, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

159.26 Legislative findings and purposes.--The Legislature finds
and declares that the agriculture, tourism, urban development, and
health care industries, among others, are vital to the economy of the
state and the welfare of the people and need to be enhanced and
expanded to improve the competitive position of the state; that there
is a need to enhance other economic activity in the state by
attracting manufacturing development, business enterprise management,
and other activities conducive to economic promotion in order to
provide a stronger, more balanced, and stable economy in the state,
while providing ··through pollution control and otherwise for the
health and safety of the people; that in order to improve the
prosperity and welfare of the state and its inhabitants, to improve
living conditions and health care, to promote the rehabilitation of
enterprise zones s¼ttffl areas er eli§h�ee areas, to promote effective
and efficient pollution control throughout the state, to promote the
advancement of education and science, research in and the economic
development of the state, and to increase purchasing power and
opportunities for gainful employment, it is necessary and in the
public interest to facilitate the financing of projects provided for
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in this part and to facilitate and encourage the planning and
development of these projects without regard to the boundaries
between counties, municipalities, special districts, and other local
governmental bodies or agencies in order to more effectively and
efficiently serve the interests of the greatest number of people in
the widest area practicable; and that the purposes to be achieved by
such projects and the financing of them in compliance with the
criteria and requirements of this part are predominantly the public
purposes stated in this section and that such purposes implement the
governmental purposes under the State Constitution of providing for
the health, safety, and welfare of the people, including implementing
·the purpose of s. lO(c) of Art. VII of the State Constitution.
Section&. Subsections (5)
Statutes, are amended to read:

and

(19) of section 159.27, Florida

159.27 Definitions.--The following words and terms, unless the
context clearly indicates a different meaning, shall have 'the
following meanings:

.

{5• "Project" means any capital project comprising an industrial
or manufacturing plant, a research and development
park,
an
agricultural
processing or storage facility, a warehousing or
distribution facility, a headquarters facility, a tourism facility, a
convention or trade show facility, an urban parking facility, a trade
center, a health care facility, an airport or port facility, a
commercial project in an enterprise zone a eesi•na�ee ei�m area er
eii•ft�ee area, a pollution-control facility, or a hazardous or solid
waste facility, including one or more buildings and other structures,
whether or not on the same site or sites; any rehabilitation,
improvement, renovation, or enlargement of, or any addition to, any
buildings or structures for use as a factory, a mill, a processing
plant,
an assembly plant, a fabricating plant, an industrial·
distribution center, a repair, overhaul, or service facility, a test
facility,
an
agricultural
processing or storage facility, a
warehousing or distribution facility, a headquarters facility, a
tourism facility, a convention or trade show facility, an urban
parking facility, a trade center, a health care facility, an airport
or port facility, a commercial project in an enterprise zone a
eeei•na�ee s¼�m area er e¼i•ft�ee area, a pollution-control facility,
or a hazardous or solid waste facility, and other facilities,
including research and development facilities, for manufacturing,
processing, assembling, repairing, overhauling, servicing, testing,
or handling of any products or commodities embraced in any industrial
or manufacturing plant, in connection with the purposes of a research
and development park, or other facilities for or used in connection
with an agricultural processing or storage facility, a warehousing or
diatribution facility, a headquarters facility, a tourism facility, a
convention or trade show facility, an urban parking facility, a trade
center, a health care facility, an airport or port facility, or a
commercial project in an enterprise zone a eesi•na�ee a¼�m area er
e¼i•ft�ee area or for controlling air or water pollution or for the
disposal, processing, conversion, or reclamation of hazardous or
solid waste; and including also the sites thereof and other rights in
land therefor whether improved or unimproved, machinery, equipment,
site preparation and landscaping, and
all
appurtenances
and
facilities incidental thereto, such as warehouses, utilities, access
roads, railroad sidings, truck docking and similar facilities,
parking facilities, office or storage or training facilities, public
lodging and restaurant ficilities, dockage, wharfage, solar energy
facilities, and other improvements necessary or convenient for any
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.

manufacturing or industrial plant, research and development park,
agricultural
processing
or
storage
facility, warehousing or
distribution facility, tourism facility, convention or trade show
facility, urban parking facility, trade center, health care facility,
airport or port facility, commercial project in an enterprise zone a
eeei•n•�ee e¼�m area er eii•ftlee area, pollution-control facility, or
hazardous or solid waste facility, and any one or more combinations
of the foregoing.
(19) "Commercial project in an enterprise zone" a eesi•nalee e¼�m
area er eii•ft�ea area U means buildings, building additions or
renovations, or other structures to be newly constructed and suitable
for use by a commercial enterprise, and includes the site on which
such
building or structures are located, located in an area
designated as an enterprise zone a si�m er eii•ft�ea area pursuant to
s. 162.005 and approved by the secretary of Department of Veteran and
Community Affairs pursuant to s. 162.006 ¼&a�a§§. For the purposes
of this section, the term "enterprise zone" �erma Dsi�m area U ane
De¼i•ftlee areaU shall have the same meaning meanin•a as in s.
162.004(1) ¼sa�a4et�t ans t8t.
Section 9. Subsection
is amended to read:

(14) of section 196.012, Florida Statutes,

196.012 Definitions.--For
following terms are defined as
clearly indicates otherwise:
(14)ta+

the purpose of
follows, except

this chapter, the
where the context

"New business" means:

fill. A business establishing 10 or more jobs to employ 10 or
more full-time employees in this
state,
which
manufactures,
processes, compounds, fabricates, or produces for sale items of
tangible personal property at a fixed location and which comprises an
industrial or manufacturing plant;
2. A business establishing 25 or more jobs to employ 25 or more
full-time employees in this state, the sales factor of which, as
defined by s. 214.71(3), for the facility with respect to which it
requests an economic development ad valorem tax exemption is less
than 0.50 for each year the exemption is claimed; or
3. An office space in this state owned and used by a corporation
newly domiciled in this state; provided such office space houses 50
or more full-time employees of such corporation;
provided that such business or office first begins operation on a
site clearly separate from any other commercial or industrial
operation owned by the same business.
(b) A business located in an area designated enterprise zone a
si�m er eii•k�ea area pursuant to s. 162.005 ¼&a�as§.
For� the
purpose of this section, the term "enterprise zone" �erMs Dei�m area U
afta !e¼�.ft�ea area D shall have the same meaning meanin•s as in s.
162.00411) i&3�a4et�+ ans ts+.
Section 10. Subsections (6) and (7) are added to section 288.604,
Florida Statutes, to read:
288.604

Definitions.--As used in this act:
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